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The se@enmtion of regions is an imporrant flrsc s e p  for a aaticty of image analysis wd 
vsuaiirsrion tasks. There is a wide rwgc of lmage segmmration techniques in the 
lircmmtc. Conventional scgmsnration techniques for monochmmatic imager can k 
caregotiled into two distinct approaches. Onc is region based. which relies on the 
homogeneity of spatially 1ccdzd  fcamm, whcrcas the other is baJed on boundary 
finding, uslng discontinuity measures. B& on one or both of these pmpmier, diverse 
approaches to image segmentation exhibiting diffmnf ehammeristier have been 
suggested in the Litem-. 
The -arch of this h i s  was aimed at combining region gmwing and cdge dstccuon 
methods w p v i &  kncr rcmntaticm r u u l ~ .  Existing schemes that we ngion-based 
pmeennlng p v i d e  unambiguous segmsnmtion. but they often divi& tcgions that are nor 
clearly reparsred, while -ng regions as- a brca* in an othmvisc suong edge. 
Edge-based ashsmsr an s u b j a  to noise and global variation in pic- (e.g. 
illumination). bur do reliably idmtify 9-g bwndaries. The pmpored combined 
algorithm begins by wing region gmwing w prod- an ovc1-~cgmmed image. This 
phase is fast (ordes N. where N is the numterof psis in the i-). The over-ygmmred 
output of the region gmwing is then modified using cdge mimia such as edge rtnngth. 
edge s?mighmenr, edge smoothness snd edge mntinuiry. Two tcshniques - line-aegmmr 
ruhmction and linf-se-t addition - have bem invesdgared. In the ~ubmction 
technique, 6x w&t dgc (b& on a wdghtsdsombinrtion of Uu edtaia) is m o v e d  
at each step. Every time that a weakest edge is m o v e d  the combined edge r m g t h s  of 
the remaining edger an recalculated In the addition oshnique. the s m g n  edge (based 
on the weighted sombinatiom of all criteria) of all the edge  is CaINIafed fimt. It is used to 
seed a multi-segmmt line that grows (1°C from it at bath cn& At each end of the hcsuongert 
edge. a binary tree containing four branches is inwtigatcd Thc adjoining edge that har 
the hxghut sdgc s m g t b  in appended to the seed This pmccss of appending contin- 
1x161 a closed loop or a boundary is nachcd. The overall p m u r e  for both rechniqucs 
for segmentation has bsen devclopsd. 
In order to mventigate the p f o m t a n n  of the pmporcd segmentation technique. a 
scmnmion evaluation method is dnnonsmred Since a human is the ultimate judge. a 
svbjcctive evaluation method is dcvelopcd. Segmentatioo pmduccd by a human is 
compared ro segmentation pmduccd by the algorithm and codmion is calculated 
between the human method and the algmithm. Subjesrive tess psdomed on the 
algorithms and the rerulu confirm that the pmpored algorithm can be used to pmduce 
berrer image ssgmmtation than the segmentation pmduced by existing re@on-based 
techniques. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
With the dcvciopment of campvtcr technology. image r e ~ m t a t i a n  has become an 
imporrani tool in many mmpurcr vision applications and image proecsrlng applicationr. 
The p a l  of image segmentation is to find regions that -en[ objecrr or m e d n g i l  
p m  of abjssrs. Bared on the applications of an image, division of thc image into regions 
cornpanding w objects of i n r a t  is necessary More any precessing can be done at a 
level higher rhan that of the pixel. Identifying rcal objects. pssudoabjacr. and shadows 
or actually finding anything of interest within the image requires some form of 
=menration. 
There are rcversl rype~ of image. namely, light intensity (visual) images. rang= images 
(depth imager), nuclear magncdc resonance images (commonly known as MRD. thermal 
,mags and so on. Light intensity (U) imager. the mow common rypc of imager we 
encounter in our daily experience, present the variation of light intensity on the scene. A 
range image (RI). on the ohm hand, is a map of depth formation at different poincr on rhe 
sene. In a hgital LI image the intensity is quantized while in the case of a RI thc depth 
value is digitized Nuclear magnetic resonance imager m t  ths inrsnsiry variation of 
radio waves generafed by biological ny$fcms when exposed w d o  fnqusnsy pulses. 
Bioiogisal bodis (human$mimds) arc built up of atoms and molecules. Some of the 
nuclei behave like tiny magnets [271. Therefore. if a patimt IS placed in a smng magnetic 
field. the magnetic nuclei rmd ro align with the applied mwc t i c  field For MRI the 
patient is subjected to a radio hsq-y pulse. I\J a result of thin, the magnetic nwlci 
pass into a high energy state. and Ulcn immdatcly  relieve themselves of this s u s s  by 
emitting radio waves Ulmvgh a pmcerr called relaxanon. This d o  wave 1s recorded to 
form MRl In digital MRI. the intensity of the radio wave is didtized with respect to both 
inten~lry and spatial swrdinates. 
T h u  any image can be dscribed by a two-dimensional function f (x, y), where (x, y) 
dcnora the spatial swrdinatc  and f (x, y) the fernre value at (x, y). Depending on the 
type of image, the feature value could k light intensity, depth, and intensity of radio 
wavc n temperature. A digital image on the other hand. is a w-dimensional discrete 
funnion f (n. y) which has tren digitized both in spatial co+rdinara and magnitude of 
fearure value. I shall view a digitd image as a two dimensional manix whore mw and 
column indices identify a pint ,  called a pixel. in rhe image and the corresponding matrix 
elemcnr vaiuc identities the feature intensity level. 
Segmentation algorithms are generally bascd on one of two basic propenics of py-lcvel 
values: d~ssontinu~ty and similarity. In the t in t  category. an image is parritioned based on 
abrvpt changes in p y  level. The principal arcar of in-t within this category ar. the 
detection of isolated p i n s ,  and the detection of linw and edges in an image. The 
princtpal appmashu in the second category ar. based on Uirssholding, regan growing 
and region splitting and merging. The m c e p t  of segmenting an i m g e  based on 
discontinuity or similarity of !he py-level  valuu of irr pixels in applicable to both static 
and dynamic images. 
Applications of image s e w n a t i o n  are numerous. For example, in a vision a d e d  car 
assembly system the mbot needs to pick up the appmpisre compansnU fmm the bin. Far 
this. segmentation followed by rrcagnition is required. Odm application areas range fmm 
the detection of sansnour cells to the idsntifisarion of an arport from remote sensing 
dam 
Hundreds of scmntation techniques are prescnt in Ule litcram, bur t ha r  is no single 
mcrhod which can be considend good for all images, nor are all methods equally goad 
for a pmicular rypc of image. MORORO, algadUlms developed for one class of imagc 
(say ordinary intensity images) may not always be applied to other classes of images 
(such as MRI and RU. MI is particvlsrly me when the algorithm user a specific 
infomarion model. For example, name visual image segmentation algorithms are based 
on the assumption that the p y  level fundion f (r,  y) can be modelled as a produn of an 
illumination samponrnr and a reflectance Mmponmt 111. On the other hand. the grey- 
level dirvibutions have bem modelled as Polrson diroibutionr 141. based on the theory of 
formanon of visual images. Such methods should nor be applied to MRI and Rls. 
Since none of thc p m p e d  ssgmmtarion algorithms an generally applicable to all 
imager and different algorithms are not equally suitable for a panidar application [I]. 
perfomanoe evaluation of segmentation algorithms is somplicarsd and is an impartant 
subject in the study of scgmcnwion. M m  gcnd ly .  performance evaluarion is critical 
for all computer virion a l g d t h m  fmm research to application* [51, whllc image 
segmentation is an crwntial and imporrant step of low level vision. 
Cwtdcring the above factom. the aim of this research is to meet the following 
objcnivu: 
- to pmvide a new segmcnration algorithm mat pmduses a better regmenration result 
than ths convmtional techniques bared on region p w i n g  and merang 
. to provid. an evaluation method to evaluate the auromared segmentation result 
produced by the newly dcvclopsd algorithm with the ~egmmrcd image p m d u d  
subjectively by human king. 
To meet the above objectives, a new algorithm has been dsvelopcd. By using repon 
gmwing an ow-segmented image is pmd-d which is then modified using differmr 
edge criteria such as cdgs strength, edge smoothness. edge rwi%merr and edge 
continuity. The newly dcvclopal algorithm men shows how weighted combination of 
different edge srircria [6] such as cdge ntrcn@h. cdge smwthncsr, cdge rtraighmcrr and 
edge continuity produces better segmmrarion than that would have been obtarncd by any 
of theu eritena alone. Beginning fmm a segmmted image allows definition of a 
rubjecrlvcly - weighred c b j s d w  meanurc of ~ d o m a n c c .  This is based on the order in 
whlch a human would mcsge ncgmenm. The pnformancc measure is dc-bed thcn used 
to compare the rcgmmtauon prfomancc k w s s n  the -manualy segmented imags and 
the regmenred image p m d d  s i n g  the new algorithm 
Thin t h i s  msludu six chaprcm. Bcsidu me inrmdunory chapter, chapter two develops 
the necessary b a c k p u n d  and diseussen some pmious work in the broad arra of image 
segmentation. Chaprs Umc, Ihc Algorithm" is the h- of thin thenin that d i m e s  the 
newly developed "Addition" and 'Submrrion" alganthms. Chaptu fovr dircvsscr some 
previous work in the arcs of segmentation evaluation and demonstmen an evaluation 
technique to svduare the ssgmenwion -It pmduced by the pmpored algorithms. The 
capability of the algorithms is thm dcmonsrrned in an experimental rcsulr and dircurrion 
. 
chapter followed by conc1ut;ion~ and suggestions far h m h u  impmvemcnr ~n the last 
chapter. 
Chapter 2 Background 
Image segmentation methods identify abjectn that eimer have some mearm of 
hamogeneiry or have some msasvre of mn- with neighbouring objects. Mort image 
segmentdon algorithm are modificsrimr, extensions or combinations of mese two basic 
conscprs. Homogeneity and conmr meas- me quantities such as f l y  level, color and 
texture. Ahm psrforming preliminary rsgmsntatlon, higher-level object propcrtic~, such 
as primcfcrand shape. may k incorporated into me segmentation pmscas. 
2.2 Segmentation TeehniqueE aad Previous Work 
Thuc we many challenging issues related to thc dcvclopmcnt of a unified appmach to 
image regmcntatim, which can (probably) be applied to all kin* d imager. Even the 
selecuan of an appmpriars technique for a rpccific type of image is a difticult pmblcm. 
Up to now, rhuc ir no universally accepted methodof evaluaung a segmented output. 
There are a wid= varicfy of segmentation ehniquss in me tireratwe: some are considered 
general purpose while omem are applicable to a spccifis class of images. Using the basic 
pmpcnies of grey-level values. c las~~cal  segmentdon rechnique~ have bcm devclopcd 
The classical ssgmsnrarion vfhniques are bawd on histogram thrssholding. edge 
demtion, iterative pixel elasrificarionr, semantic and rynrsctic appmaeher [LO]. In 
addition ra Ulir, there an eenain methods which do nor fall clsariy in any one of the 
above classes. In addition m the clasai~al tezhniquer. there are also mcthcds bared on 
fuzzy mathematics [I]. me huzy marhematical approach has methods bved on edge 
detect~on. rhmholdins and rclarauon. Somc of th- methods, particularly the hsrogram- 
based methods, are nor at all svlrabie for noisy imagu. Several methods have also teen 
developd using neural nctwork mcdelr. Thcy algodthmn work well even in a highly 
noisy e n v i m n r  and thsy are capable of produsingovtput in nal time. 
The following review conrolidarer the work of Haralick and Shapim [IZ]. Pal and W [I1 
and Sahoo ct al 1131 in classifying regmenration nchniqueo. First I identify the maim 
conuibutions of each of these Utm sou-. 
Haraiick and Shapm [I21 dasrificd image ~cmcnration rshniqua as: (I) measurement 
space guided spatial clvrrering (2) single linkage region growing schemer 0) hyb"d 
linkage region growing schemes (4) -mid linkage region gmwing Ehemes (5) spatial 
clusrmng schemer and (6) split and merge aehemcr. According ro them, the difference 
herween slusrsring and segmentation is that in clunrering. the grouping is done in 
measurement SF: while in image segmentation. grouping is done in the spuial domain 
of the image. Pal and Pal [I1 emphasized that regmentarion m u  m do the gmupingr in 
the spatial domain but it can be achicvcd h u g h  gmupings in the hemeaJvnwnr space. 
parricularly for multispsval images. Far multinpcval dara, m e a d  of clusming m the 
full measurement space. H d i c k  and Shapim [I21 suggested worbng in multiplc lower 
order pmjcction s p m ,  and then rrflccting these clurtm back to the full masvrsrnenr 
space. In my classtfications. I concenwre on spatial domain grouping for image 
segmentation, rhus accepting Haralick and Shaplm'n argument 
Saha, et al 1131 surveyed only vgmenrarion algorithm based on thrwhalding and 
artempred ro evaluate dx perfonnanse of some thrrjhalding algorirhmr uing romc 
mniformity and shape measurn. l h e y  categorized global k s h a l d i n g  techniques into rwo 
classes: point dependent techniques and =@an dspcndent tcshniques. They also rsvlcwcd 
several methods of mulo-thholding fcchnlquer. 
Pal and Pal 111 offered the following comments about the pnviour reviews on image 
vgmenration: 
None of chose sumeyr [ll][12][13] considers f v n y  set th-tic segmenlation 
wchniquer. 
Nemial ncrworks bared rechnlquer are also nor mcluded. 
. The pmblsm of objective svaluarion of scgmcntation results has nor bcen adquarely 
dealt with except in Sahw cr al 1131. 
Segmentation of range irnagedmagnetis resonance images has nor been considered at 
all. 
Pal and Pal 111 attempted D incorporate all these points to a Limited but reasonable snmr 
They reviewed all previous segmentation techniques and categorized the scgmentadon 
rschniqves info the following caregatiw. 
Figure 2.1 list. se-i s1ar;rical image segmenrarion rcshniqucs [1][91 conrolidarinp rhs 







A brief summary of i- regmenration rshniquer is given in the next few ~vbscctionr 
22.1 Grey level thresholding 
Thrr~holding ir one of thc old. slmpls and populsr techniques for image negmmtarion. 
Grey level thmholding is useful whenever the p y  level fs-r rufflcicndy 
characterize the ob j s t  [91. The appmpriare @y values an calibrated so that a avcn grey 
level interval nprcrenw a unique object characmisrio. k s h o l d i n g  can be done based 
on global i n f o d o n  (e.g. me grey level histogram of the entiro image) or it can be done 
using lasol infomarion (e.g. the coacunrnsc matrix) of the image. Under each of the 
schemer, if only one rhrcshold is w d  for the m b  Image thm a is called global 
thresholding. On the other hand. when the image is parritioned into several rubregions 
and a threshold is d e h n e d  for each of the subregions. the scheme is referred to as local 
hsholding.  Some avthors [I41 rskr to the% local thrssholding msth& as adaptive 
rhrcrholding schemes. lhrerhalding can also be classified as bilevel rhrc~holding and 
multithrcsholding. In b11ewl thresholdingthe image is pctitioned into cwo regions: object 
(black) and baskgmund (white). Whm me rmage IS composed of several objects with 
diffsrcnt svrfasc charancristia (for a light intensity ,mag=. objects with differmt 
cosfficisnt of reflection, for a m p  image there can be objects with different depths and 
so on) one needs sevcial thnnholds for sc&menfaaon. This is h o w  ar multithrwholding. 
Bilcvcl thrsrholding is squivalenr ro classifying the pixels into two dasscs: object and 
backgmund 
If the image is emposed of regions with diff-f grry level ranger. i.e. the regions ars 
dirtincr. the histogram of the image wually shows differmt peaks, cash corrcspanthng to 
a region, and adjacent pe&s are likely to bs separated by a valley. For example. if the 
image has a &stina object on a background the grey kvcl histogram is likely to be 
bimodal with a deep this case me bottom ~ f t h ~  V ~ I I Y  is taken thc threshold 
for object backgmund separation. Therefore. when the histogram has one (or a set 00 
deep valicy(s1, Eelenion of rhrcshold(r1 becomes -y because it involves detecting 
valleys. Normally the situation is not like rhir and threshold selection is not a uivial job. 
'There are various methods available [I31 for this. For example, OUu (581 maximred a 
mcacum of class separability. Hs m i m i r e d  the ratio be-n the class variance to the 
local variance to obtain thraholda. 
Pun (151 assumed that an image is the outcome of an L symbol source. He marimled an 
uppcr bound of the coral a posretioti cnrmpy of the panitioned image for the purpose of 
selecting the thmhold. Kapur sc al [161, on the other hand, assumed two probability 
diruibutionr, one for the object area and rhc other for the background area. They rhen. 
maimired the rod entropy of the partitioned ,mag= in order to mive at the threshold 
level. Though rhsse methods use only rhc histo-. thcy produce gmd results due to the 
incomoration of the image formanon model. 
All thcsc mcthodn havs a common drawback: thcy take into account only the histogram 
information (ignoring the spatial dellib). As a d t  such algorithms may fail to detect 
threhold* if B e e  are not p r ~ p r l y  refl~nected as vallcys in thc histogram. which is 
normally the cssl  Them are many thresholding schemes that use spatial i n fmt ion .  
instead of histogram informatioh All k muhods threshold the histogram. but rinse 
they make urc of spatial details, they resub In a more meaningful segmenrabon than k 
methods whish usconly the h~stogram information. 
The philosophy behind grey level Wholding, with grey level e T fall inro one 
region and the remaining pixels belong to another region", may nor be rrvc on many 
occasions, piudcularly, when the image is noisy or the backgmund is uneven and 
illumination is poor. h such cases the objcsu will still be Eghra or darker than the 
background but any fixed W o l d  for the enlire image will usually fail to separate the 
objects from the baskgmund This I& ons to rhe methods of adaptive rhnrholding. h 
adaptive rhrssholding n o d l y  *c image is ~iudtioned inro r e v d  nonaverlapping 
block of equal area and a threshold for each block is sompvrcd mdepen&nliy 
(somcumcs use overlapping regions and blcnd thresholds). The sub histogram of cash 
blosk is used to dewmine local threshold valuu forthe comrponding ccll ccntm. Thex 
losal thresholds are then inrcrpolarcd over the enrim image to yldd athrerhold sudacc. 
23.2 Boundsly bawd techniques 
Boundary e n m u o n  technique segment objects on the basis of thcir profiles. Thnr, 
contour following, connectivity. cdgc linking and graph searching, curve fining. Hough 
wnrfonn and other boundary crmtion Ieehniquc. arc applicable to image segmsnLItion 
PI .  Difflsultiss with boundary-based methods occur when objects arc touching or 
overlapping or if a break oscun in tbc boundary due to noise or mefaas in the image. 
23.3 Edge based techniques 
Segmentation can also bs ohmined through detection of the hedges of regions, normally by 
losating points of abrupt shsngss in grey level intensity valuer. mere aze various rypes of 
edge detection op=ratm In usc today. Many im implemented with convolution mask. 
and mmr are based on di tmre appmdmatims to differential oprarm. Some edge 
detection operaton r m  odcntation i n f ~ m  (infomation n w r  the dirsstim of the 
edge), whmas othern only re- i n f m t i o n  about the existence of an edge at each 
point 
Dlff-1 edge opuarm IlOl like Sobei. Rewia. Ma-Eidreth. Canny produce an 
cdgeness value ar every pix4 ellocation. Howsvn nor all of them arc valid candidate for 
cdges. Normally, edges aze required lo be rhreshalded. The rciccuon of the rhrrrhold is 
very crucial as for some pans of the image low intensity variauon may wrrsspond to 
edges of inrerur while In other paru t h e  is high Intensity variation. Adaptive 
Ihmholding ir ohm taken as .a solution to this. Obviously it cannor eliminate t k  problem 
of threshold selection. A gaod strategy to pmducs meaningful segments would be to fuss 
region segmentation MUID and edge outpum. Incorporarim of pyshovisud phcnomeea 
may be good for light xnmsity images hut not applicable for m g e  images. Semantics 
and a priori infomarion about the type of inmge are critical w ths solution of the 
segmenration pmblern. 
Since edges ax local f~1-, they ah detmnined based on local i n f o d o n .  Davis [Zil 
classified edge detection techniques info two categories: ssqvcntial and p d l c l .  In [he 
sequential tcchniqus the dcsiston whether a pixel is an edge pixel or nor is depsndcnt on 
the resuir of the &rector ar somc pevlourly examined plxclr. On thc other hand, in the 
parallel method the decision whether a point ir an edge 01 not is ma& based w the point 
under conrideration and somc of its ncighbodng poi*. Aa a resulr of this the oprarar 
can be applied to every poinr i n  the image simultaneously. The prfomance of a 
nequenlial edge detection method i s  dspm&nr on the choice of an appropriate starring 
painr and how *e ~ v l t s  of pnvious p n t s  imluencc the re ledon and malt  of Ihe next 
poinr. 
Thee are different types of parallel differential operators such as Robens gradient, Sobel 
gadimt. Pmwia p d i m r  and the Laplacian -tor. These difference opcrawn respond 
to change. in gey  level or average grey  level [I]. The &enf o p t -  not only -nd 
to edger bur also w i s o l d  points. For Rewidr -wn the respmse to diagonal edges 
is weak while Sobcl'r operator giver gream weights to points lying cloas w the poinr (r. 
y) unds sonsidmtion. However, both Rewiu's and Sobel's -wrs possess p a r e r  
noise immunafy than other difference apcrarorr. The pnccbng operarors ax callcd finr 
diffmcnce operaran. On Ulc other hand the hplasian is a second difference operawr. 
The digital Laplatian bcing a rccond difference -tor, has a n m  response 10 lincar 
ramps. It rerpondr s m g l y  to comes. tines and isolated points. Thus for a noisy picme. 
vnlcrs the pic- has low con-r. the noise wiU pmduce higher Laplasian values than 
ths edger. 
Ascording ro Canny [221 a good edge detector should be a differential operator and 
should have the following k c  pmpcrtien: (I) low probability of wrongly making non- 
cdgc points and low probability of failing to mxk real edge points (2) paints madred as 
cdgcs should be as clone as possible to the nnrer of m e  Edges (i.e. good losalizadan) (3) 
one and only one response to a single edge point (single 'upon=). Omd detection can be 
ashisvcd by maximizing signal to noise ran0 (SNR), while for g d  localization Canny 
used the reeipmal of an estimate of the r.m.s. dirrance of the m m M  edge from the 
center of the rme Edgc. To maximin simultancavsiy both good detection and losalirarian 
criteria Canny maximized rhs product of SNR Md the hcipmcal of sfandard &viation of 
the dirplasemcnr of edge points. The maximization of the pmdm is done svbject lo a 
eonrrrainl which eliminaren multiple responses to single Edge points. Canny thcn 
described an edge &rector rhac can succcsshrlly d e w  an sdgc by providing low 
pmbabiliry of wmngly marking non-sdge points, g d  iocalization and single response. 
In the care of noise h images. the edge angle sari be measwed assmtcly, but in real 
life imager. noise cannot be avoided and it makes it difficult to estimate the rme angle. 
There are many portcanny oprarorr. bur for s u c s ~ f u l  deection of an edge, a good 
edge detesrorohould have above three crifcris 
An iterarive algorithm has bem devslopd by O o h  and Li [231 using reguladration 
theory. The energy functional in the standard segmmration har been madified mspatially 
conmi the rmmbnhners o v a  thc irnagc in order to obmin the acc- location of edges. 
An algorithm for defining a d l .  optimal kmc l  conditioned on some impomr aspcem 
of the imaging pmer r  har bccn ~uggesred by Rcichenbarh er al [34] for edge detection. 
This algorithm cakes into account the "anus of the r m s .  the point spread hrnction of the 
image gathering devise. thc cffcst of noise ctc. and generates the kernel valw whrch 
minimize rhs cnpsstd mean square mor of b e  estimate of the ssmc shamctsrktiur. Pal 
and Pal [I] discussed various operawn to get edge values. All the sdgu pmduced by 
there opuam an, normally, not aignifissnt (relevant) edges when viewed by human 
beings. Therefore, one ncedn w find ant pmminenr (valid) edges fmm the outplr of the 
edge opemwrr. 
2.2.4 Region based techniques 
The main objective in region-bared segmentation techniques is to idcntify variou regions 
in an image that have similar fearurn. One class of region-bared techniques involves 
region-pwing 191. As implied by its name. region p w i n g  is a pmedure that p u p s  
pixels or subregions into ~agcr egions. ~ h c  simplcsr of these approaches b pixel 
aggcgarion, where b e  gmwing pmecss stam with "seed" points and fmm thee gmw 
regionr by appending w each seed point those neighboring pixels that haw similar 
pmperties (e.g. w y  level, termre, color). If the absolute diffmce bcrwcen the g e y  
level of the neighboring pixel and the hey  level of the reed ia less than a threshold then 
that neighboring pixel is addedm the he. 
Although this gmwing pro& is simple in nu-, it suffers some impamr  problem 
rn rsglan gmwing. Two immediate problem me the selection of initial reeds that 
properly repsent regions of in-r, and the selection of suitable pmpeniss for 
includzng points in the various regions during the gmwing pmess. Another imporrant 
problem m region growing 1s the fornulation of a stopping d e .  Bsisally, a region 
gmwing prosus is stopped when no m a s  pixels satisfy the m i m a  (e.g. intensity, 
renrure) for inclusion in that regron. Additional mireria that increase the power of a 
region-gmwing algorithm incorporare the concept of sire, likeness between a candidate 
pixel and the pixel grown thus far (s.g. a comparison of the intensity of a candidate and 
rhe average intensity of the region), and me shape of a given region being gmwn. 
S.A. Hoflaroleslami and I. IGrder psmfed [401 a ncw idea for region gmwang by pixel 
agpgatlon, which used new similarity and diwontinuity measures. A unique feature of 
their pmpored approach is that in each step ac most one candidarc pixel crhtbirr the 
required properties to join the regton. This makes the d i d o n  of the growing p m s r  
marc predictable. The pmcedure of fad  a framework in which any suitablc measurement 
can be applied to define a qv l r ed  eharacredstic of the s c p n t c d  region. The authors 
used two diwonmnuity measuments called average mnmr and psriphsral sonmt to 
contml the gmwing p-. Losal maxima of these two mcsuremenw identify nu0 
nested regions, average mnmt and psriphsral m u s t  rrgionr. The method tint tin& 
the average son- boundary of aregion. and m a  a h v m e  r u c  i s  applicdro pmducc Ule 
pniphsral conant boundary. Like a k  existing meuloda. this method in not univmal. 
bur it doss sppsar to have afairly wide application potential. 
Anothcr method of region band pegmenmion is rcmon splitting and mersng. An image 
is mitially subdivided into a rsr of &I-, diEjoinrd regions. The adjacent remons z e  
mcrgcd if h e y  an identical. o thmipe splir This splitting and maging pmccss continuer 
and stop when no fmherme@ng or sptirting is p-xsibls. 
Z.ZA.l Region growing metbod used in this thesis 
The region gmwing methad vrcd in this thesis is a new clustering region gmwlng 
algorithm of John Robinson. In this algorithm clurterr are gmwn by absorbing adjacmt 
clurren m the spatial domain Adjacent clusters are joined according to their distance in 
grey value at the join point, and some othcrcritsrion of simiiarity. The altemtetivriri for the 
orhcr cnrcrion are: (1) no other criterion: jurr npeify the &ired number of clusters (2) 
difference in average berwecn the rwo clusters below a given threshold (3) the effect on 
repmmration a c m y  of using Ule mean of the wo clusters instead of the mean of cash 
must be below a threshold. 
C l  = d(x., x,) w h m  do measures in grey-level difference, x, and rj ar. neighbors in nal  
space. ri belongs to s lv~ter l  and 3 belongs to clustsR. 
C2 = Xd(ml. mZ) where ml  is mean of cluster1 and mZ is m a n  of clurIer2 (in color 
space). X is the modifier. kcan be one the following: 
0 clurrsrmsans have no effect 
I C~WW-J ~ m p a x d  
Z%llnV(nl+n2) where n l  is rhe number of poiors in clusrsrl and n2 is the 
nvmkrof  points in slustn2. This gives increase in repre~mtuion error. 
CLr ar. ordered in ascending order. For cash in rum. the comsponding clusters a n  found 
and merged ~f C2cI. Stop rhls pmcenn when the desindnumkrof c l u s m ~  is reached 
23.5 Template matching 
One direct merhod of segmenting an image is to march it against templates fmm a given 
lirr The detested object can thm be ~egmented our and the remaining image can be 
by other reshniqvcs 191. This mthcd can be used m segment busy ~maps .  such 
as journal pages sonraining rexi and g~aphicr. The rexr can be regmared by template- 
matchtng techniques and graphics can be analyzed by boundary following algorithms. 
2.2.6 Texture segmentation 
T u r n   tation ion becomes imporrant when objccu in a rcme have a rexrured 
background. Since textme o h  contains a high density of edges. bundary-based and 
rcgion-baud rcchniquer may become ineffenivc unless the texrun is Gltemd out 191. 
civ5rcnng and region-bascd approaches applied to uxwcd features can be used ro 
ssgmsnr rcxtund ngim. In general, tern- classification and regmnration is quite a 
difficult problem. Use of a priori bowledge abu t  the u i s m s s  and hnds of tenmm that 
may be present in a accns SM be of great utility in practical problems. 
2.2.7 Surface based segmentation 
This ~eefion mainly discusses a few selccred whniquer for range image scwcntation 
[181[191[201. Besl andlam [I81 devciop=d an image rcgmenrarion algorithm based on the 
assumption that rhe i m y  dara uhibirs surf- cohcrmce, i.e. imap  dara may be 
lnrerprered as noisy samples fmm a piece-wine rmwth surface function. Though this 
method is most ureful forrange images. it can be wed to segment any typ of image thar 
can be modelled as a noisy sampled vernion of a piece-wise smwth graph surface. This 
method is b& on the fast thar the signs of Gaussian and mean c w a f w s  yield a rer of 
cighr surface primitives: psah piS ridge. saddle ridge, volley. saddle valley, flat and 
minimal. These primitives po-s 60- desirable invariant pmprties and can be u d  to 
decompose any a r b i u q  rmmth rurfasu. In o h  words, any arbiwry smooth surface 
can be decompored into one of rhae tight pmrible surface types. Thae sample surfaces 
can be well - appmximafcd far k ppurpox of scgmcntation, by bivariate polynomials of 
order 4. The fint stage of the algorithm enarcs a surface type label Image based on the 
local information (using mean curvature and Gaussian s w a m  images). The second 
stage raker the onginal image and rhc surface type image as input and prforms an 
irerativc region @wing using the variabls ordrr surface fiuing. In the variable order 
rvrfacc fitting, finr it had bem tried to reprerent the pains in a reed region by a planar 
surface. If this simple hypothuis of planar surf= is found ID bc me thm the seed region 
is gmwn on the planar surface fit. If this simple hypothetir fails, rhm the henet most 
complicated hypotheis of btquadratic slnface fit is I t i d  If this is ~ a t i ~ e d ,  the re@on is 
gmwn based on that farm athenvise, the next sompliceted farm is Itid. The prams is 
rsrminatd whm ezrher the region gmwing has converged or when all p ~ c l e c t e d  
hypothcnr fail. 
Hofhnan and I an  [I91 developed e method for segmentation and classification of range 
images. They used a clusrsring algorithm to segment the image into surfass patches. 
Different ryper of clurfcring algorithms including methods based on minimal spanning 
uec. mutual manst neighbor. hierarchical clustcnng and square c m  clustering w e n  
attempt~d. The quare nmr clustering was found to bc the most sumessful m&ad for 
range images. In order to makc the mehad of clssnificarim male effective the authm 
combined Ihree different m s t h d .  n-ly, 'hon-paramcnie ttend rest for planariIy". 
"survaturs planariry mt" and the 'Ugcnvalue plandry ust". h the final stage, 
boundaries between adj-f surface parches were classified as -e or non-asc 
edger and this infomation was used w muge adjacent compadblc parch- w nsulr in 
-"able faces of the object Fm this type of mcthod. the c h a i n  of the neighborhood w 
compute the I d  parameters in an imparmof issue and no th&cal guideline hss bem 
provided for this. 
Yokoya and Irvinc [ZOI also w d  a 'ffmntial g c o h s  technique Like Bssl and Iain 
1181 for m g e  image segmenmriri. Yokoya and Irvine combined both region and edge 
bared considerations. They approximated object rmfzces using biquadraris polynomials. 
Two cdgc mapr ar. formed. one for the jump cdgc and the Mhcr for &e h e f  edge. The 
jump cdgc mamimde is obmined by computing the maximum difference in depth 
ktwsen apoint and its eight ndghbon. while the he f  edge rnagnirude is compursd as the 
marlmum angular difference betwecn adjacent vnir svrface normals. Thcsc two edge 
mapr and thc c-ature sign map e then fused to form the final segmentation. This 
method roo q u i n r  relecuon of threshold levels for the maps and the curvature sign map. 
Lmpmps choice of thcss pamnctcr valves ir likely to impair the quality of the 
ssgmmration output. POI range images, detection of jump edger can be done with 
ordinary gradient o-m. but detection of creme edges with ordinary gradient opmfors 
become difftedr. Thus for edge -tion in m g e  images, on= needs to account for b t h  
crcanc and jump edger rcparately. 
12.8 Iterative pixel classffieation 
According to Pal and Pal [I], iterative pixel classification incl- MRF based appmash 
and Neural network bancd appmacher. A brief dssniptian of k s s  appmachcr is given in 
thc followingsub~sstim. 
2.2.8.1 MRF based appmaeh 
Thm are many image ~egmcnradon mcthadr whish use the spatial inrcraction madeis 
like Markov Random Rsld (MRD or Gibbs Random Field ( O W  to model digiral 
~mages. Oeman and Geman [I71 have pmpawd a hierarchical sroshastis model far the 
onsnal image and develop a restomion algmthm, based on stachwie  faxa at ion (SR) 
and annealing for computing the marimm a posterior estimate of thc original scene 
given a degraded realization. Due to the use of annealing, the restoration algorithm doer 
nor stop ar a local maximum of the a posterior pmbabiliry. Pal and Pal [I] mentioned bar 
rhc pmbabilistic relaxation (also known as relaxation Iabslling (RL)) and nrochastic 
relaxation (SR), although they r h m  roms common fsaruren like parallelism and locality, 
are quite distinct. RL is essentially a "on-tochastis pmrrsr which allows jumps to stares 
of lower energy. On the other hand. in SR transition to a configuration which increaser 
the energy (decreases the probability) ir also allowed. In fact, if the new configvrstion 
decreases the energy, the system -its m that sure, while if the new configuration 
increaser the energy the system accepts h r  stars with a pmbability. Thin helps the 
system m avoid the loeal rmnima. RL v~ually gets sNsk in a local minima Moreover, in 
F G  these is nothing s m q m n d i n g  to an squitibdum stare or even a joint probability law 
ovcr the configurations. Derin et al [31] cumded the onedimensional Bayes smoothing 
algorithm to two dimensions to p r  the optimum Bayer eJrimatc for the s e n e  value ar 
every pixel. In o h t o  red- the m p ~ f a t i o n a l  complexity of the a l g o r i h ,  [he scene is 
modelled ar arpesial class of MRFmodelr. EalledMarkov m h  random fields which am 
characterized by causal WNition disrributionr. The -sing ir done over reiarively 
n m w  snips and stirnates are obrained at the middle section of the snips. Thcse pieces 
together with overlapping *rips yield a subpdmal  esdmafe of the rssns. Without 
parallsl impl-tation these algorithms bssoms camputationally prohibitive. At the top 
l e d  aOibbn disrribution (OD) is used to eharaetsirc the clusters of the image pixcis into 
regions with similar f e a m s .  At the bottom level. the feature or t e x W  propefier of 
reglon typer are modelled by a pecond ner of OD. one for each type of class. The 
rsgmsnrauon algorithms are derived by usrng the maximum a posterior prnbabiiiry 
(MAP) eriterian. 
2.2.8.2 Neural network based approaches 
For any mticial virion application, one can &%ice ire ach~evc robusmerr of the system 
with r e s p t  to random n d s  and failurs of processon. Moreover, a system can 
(probably) be made df is ia l iy  intelligent if it is able to emulate some arpesw of the 
human information -sing sysmn. Another impo-t nquircmmt is to have the 
output in 1-4 ti- Neural m o r k  b a d  -her are attempts to achieve these goals. 
N e d  nerworks an marsively connected nctworhs of elementary pmsssrm [I]. 
Archifcc-s and dynamics of some network rn claimed to resemble infomation 
pmscrring in biological neumnr. The mauive connectionist m h i t e c a r ~  usually ma*- 
the system mbrut while the padlel pmeerring enabler rhe sprem to pmduce ourput in 
real time. Several authors have aoempted to segment an image using neural nctworkr. 
B i n  and Oiph 1321 used a UMe-layer feed fonuard nerwork for image segmentation. 
whcrc the numba of -ns in the input layer dspsnds on the number of inpur f c a m  
for each pixel and the numkr of n e m  in the avtpm layer in q a l  m the number of 
classes. Babagushi er a1 D31 used a multilayernerwork wined with back pmpagation, for 
thrcsholding an image. The input a, rhc nmmk is the histogram while the ourput is the 
desirable h s h o l d  In these methods. at the time of learning a large set of sample images 
with h o w  rhnholds, which pmducs visually. svitlble outputs an required But for 
practical applications it is very difievlr to ger many sample ~mage~ .  
2.2.9 Hybrid Techniques 
Hybrid technique combines two or mon reehniqucs far segmentation ta pmduce much 
better results than whar would have been obtained by either reshnique alone. Them am 
few earlier p a w  mat have -bed e d g e h s d  tsshniques for improving image 
segmentation. Following is a brief d e w  of hybrid techniques thar combine region- 
growing and edgc&rcction nchniqusr to pmdusc bcmresulu. 
Bajny 132 s h o d  that both edge detection and rcgion gmwing pmcwwr could be 
unifled by making the dension whnher a point is on a boundary or on a homogeneovr 
surface. Andenon and Bajssy [361 showed a combination of edge detection and region 
gmwing vvh- they used edgc detection to ini- ahgion gmwing pmsear bared on a 
Local similarity threshold which was used to chcck whether two pointr belong ro the same 
region. Monranari p91 emsidered rmmthnss and cmmt and applied a to 
minirmzc thc wcighrcd sum of smaorhnclr and mmt. The ncenr p a p  that rntpgrated 
region gmwing and edge deccnion m pmdvce bnter regmmrarion is dessribed in [371. 
The authon showed that any region gmwing pmecsn ruffen h m  u m e  kind of nmn 
[371: (1) a boundary is nor an edgc and thcrc in no edger nearby (2) a boundary 
cornsponds ro an edge bur r doer nor coincide wiIh it (3) thue wisr edges with no 
boundariw near hem. They pcrfamrd finr @an gmwing and then edgc detection 
wirhaur irsrating and they had lide choice but to use over-segmented images (an image 
that h a  roo many semen=). 
The focus of this IhcniS is to develop a hybrid rechniqus that combines diffehnr edge 
cnreria such as edge rmgth,  edge rwighmua, edge smoothness and edgs sontinurry m 
order to produce 1 be- segmentation than what wodd have b m  obtained by either 
snroion alone. 
22.10 Methods based on fuzzy set theory 
me relevance of f uuy  scr theory in p a m ~  mognition pmblems has adequately hem 
addrssscd in me litera- [241. It is reen that the concept of fuuy sers can he used ar the 
feanm level in qrcsmting an inpur pattern as an array of membmhip values dmoting 
the degree of poserion of certain propsrries and in represmring Enguistically phrased 
inpur fearurcs; at the elasrificatian level in rcprcw~nng multi-class mcmbcrnhip of an 
amhiguou~ pancm, and in providing an entimale of missing infamation in t- of 
membsnhlp values. In other words, fvuy set h o r y  may bs mcoqorarsd in handling 
uncmaintien (arising horn deficiencies of information: the &ficicncie may result from 
incomplete, imprecise. ill &fined. nor fully reliable, vague, conmdicrory information) in 
various stager of the pamm recognition synrea Whilc the application of hlzzy rccr in 
clvrrer analysis and classifier design in in rhe pm- of dcvclopment [I]. an lmportanr 
and related effarr in f uuy  image pmeenring and recognition is evolving more or less in 
parallsl with the aforeraid general devclopmenrs. 
Conventional appmachcr ra image analysis and mgnit ion comisrs of segmenting thc 
image into meaninghi regions, erwning heir edge  and sklstonr. computing various 
k m r a  pmpeniu (c.g. area @meter, -mid etc.) and primitives (e.g. line, comer, 
a w e  ere.) of and relationship among the regions, and finally, developing desision rules, 
grammars for describing, interpreting and or clwifying the ,mag and 1s subregions. In a 
sonvmtional system each of these operatiom involves crisp decisions (i.c. y e  or no. 
black or white, 0 or I )  about regions, e a r n s ,  primitives. pmpcniu, relarionr and 
interpretations. 
since the regions in an image an not always crisply defined u n d n f y  can arise within 
every phase of the aforesaid rash. Any decirlon made ar a panicular level will have an 
impact on all higher level acrivitiu. A recognition (or vision) system shouid have 
rvfficient pmviaion for reprerenting and manipulating the unnnainties involved at every 
pmcerring stage: i.e. in defining image nsgionr, fe-s, matching and rslationr among 
them, so that the system retains as mueh of che "Infmation contmr' of the data as 
possible. If a s  in done, the ultimate output of the system (result) of Ute system will 
porrcss minimal ~Ecrtainry [I] (and unlike conventional systems, it may nor be biased or 
affected as much by lower level decision components). 
For example. consider Be pmblem of object extraction from a scene [I]. It is &fftcnlt to 
define exactly the target or object region in a m e  when its boundary is ill defined. Any 
hard thresholding made for the eimction of the object will pmpagats the asrwiated 
uncsnainry to subscqucnr stages (e.g. hihinning, skeleton exmaion, primitive wlection) 
and this might. m rum, affm feature analysis and recognition. Cansider. foruample. the 
c- of skeleton extraction of a redon thmugh medial axis -sformation (MAT). The 
MAT of a region in a binary pi- is determined with respect to iu  boundary Inn g s y  
tone image. the boundaries am not well defined. Therefore, e m n  ars more likely if we 
compute the MAT fmm the hard-segmented venion of the image. 
Thus, iris convenient, n d  and appmpriare to avordmmmining [I] ro a specific (hard) 
decision (c.g. nepntat ion holding. edge dusnion and s k e l c f o ~ o n ) .  by allowing 
the segments or skele~ons orsonrourr to be fuay  subsets of the image. the rubscu being 
charaeterirsd by posibiliry to which each pixel belong them. Similarly. for deJcribing 
and interpreting illdcfmcd r m c d  information in a panem, ir is natural ro define 
primidvss (line, comer. mrvc etc.) and relations among rhcm using labels of hilly rerr. 
Thun, a few merhads of fuzzy segmentation (h& on both grey level ksholding and 
pixel slarsifisation) and edge detection have been developed using global and or losal 
infomtion of an image spas. 
This chapter reviews and nummarirer some existing metha& of image segmentation and 
thclr drawbash. The lirer~fum has also discussed the wope for the f u r y  ra thearetie 
approaches and the neural ncrwark model based slgorithrnr to segmentation. Moreover. 
these algorithms are mbusr. It is well h o w  that no methcd is equally good for all 
image and all methods BR not good for a particular type of image. Selection of an 
appropriate segmentation technique largely &pn& on the typ of images and application 
m. The impomr pmblm is how ro make a quantitative evaluation of segmentation 
results. Such a quantitative measm would bc quite unchil for virion applications whac 
avromatic decisions ars q u i d .  It is very difficult to find a ainglc quannrative ~ n d u  for 
this p-e besausc rvch an i ndu  should taln into account many facton tikc 
homogsneiry, s o n w s ~  compacmenr. ~1tinuiry. psycho-visual perrepdm elc. Possibly 
the human king is the best judgc to cvaluarc the avtpvt of any regmmrairion algorithm. 
However. it may be possible to have a small w a r  of amibvrer mar can k used for 
objective cvaluauon of rends. l l ~  mxr chapter discuses a new algorithm m produce a 
kmregmenrsrion rsrvlt that incorpomIe nome edge criteria such as cdge strength, cdge 
rmighmesr, edge smoathnu~ and edge cantinuify wim region growing ~c.mcnratian, 
evaluadon scheme is also demon-& 
Chapter 3 The Algorithm 
A wide range of segnmrsrion techniques in the Lima- have been discusred in chapter 
ova. Edge based techniques pmdun sharp edger, on the other hand, ngion-based 
rechniquer pmduce some ambiguous regions. This chapter discusser a hybrid technique. 
whtch mmbincs diffcmt edge critcria to impmvengion based image segmmmtion. 
Edge detection -fom an bawd on the ideathat edge information in an image is found 
by looking at the relationship a pixel  ha^ with iu  neighbors. If a pixel's py-level value 
13 similar to those nmund it, there is pmbably not an cdge at that poinr. However, if a 
plrel has neighbors wsrh wldely varyng py-levels, s may represent an edge poinr. In 
other wordr. an cdge is defined by adiscontinuity in gny-level valuer. 
Figure 3.1 shows a natural image, lmna256, and figure 3.2 shows an edge detection 
mage pmduced by a Sobs1 operator The Sak l  edge detection masks look for edges 1x1 
both the hodronml and vmical dicectionr and then combine thi3 infomation into a single 
mcme. These mankr (mw and column mi%) are each convolved with the image (hen 
lenna256). At sash pixel location t h e  are two numbcra: 51, corresponding to the m l t  
fmm the mw mash and r2. fmm the hecolumn mask. These two numkrs are used ro 
compute nva metric*. the edge edgemagniwle and the edgemreetion. 
ROW MASK COLUMN MASK 
The edpc m@u& image poduced by Sobcl qemm h w  the sharp edges buf it does 
not show ~ n n  armeturally impaten1 edgcs. For example, the edges io the left and mght 
jaws and in the forehead of the original image an missing lo the edge image pmduccd by 
sob31 opwcor. 
P i w  3.3: W ~ L L  -6) F s m  3.4: Cm&daedgca fmm Lbc~bc- 
bouodne$ of 3.3 
Repion-bawl mahods pmvidc unambiguous segmcnmion, but ofen divide =&ions thst 
src not clurly s c p d  by a mong bamdary [6]. Figwe 3.3 shows a segmented image 
of the original image (I~u1aZ56) palurxd by region gmwing methods snd figur 3.4 
shows the candidate cdm from the segment boundaries of fip 3.3. In this scgmmted 
image thcn an some mgions that an not clearly aspararui by a meaningful bundmy.  
The mwl idsa of this thesis is to bagin with an image (as shown in f i p  3.3) in wkch 
segmmtation has already bccn danc buf rn gone mo far. ?hi. i- is thm &g U) be 
iomrrmtally impmved by wing d i b t  edge mess- along its boundaries. Alrhwgh 
similar in aim to somc pvious hybzid methods dims& in seaion 2.2.9, Ute eppoach 
is new, and as I dsrribe lam, I=& itself to compdson with human-generated 
scgmmmiona and thenfme m qudmiative evduatuon. 
The god of this chapter is to show how weighted combination of different edge criteria 
rush as edge smngth, edge rmoorhnss, edge stnighmess and edge continuity can 
pmdvce better regmenwion than would have been obtained by any of these srivria alone. 
I r  also describes rwo new algmthms for pmgrcssivciy applying the combined criteria to 
an aver-regmenred image (an image that has roo many segments) previously pmduced by 
region growing. These arc lins-segment rubwftion and lin--t addition. 
The concept of the newly developed algorithm is p remed  in the next section. 
3 3  The Algorithm 
An ovm-segmented image is pmdmd by region gmwing. The proposed algorithm acts 
on this over-segmented image. The ourpur of the over-regmmted image is an image hat 
 contain^ the Dcgment boundanel where variation of intensities is found among the 
adjacmt regions. In ~ h i r  image (that contains scgmsnt boundaris) thcrc arc many points 
w h m  two or more edger meer Thenc poinu on the edges are known as verticcr. Each 
edge srms from one vertex or- a boundary and en& ar another ve- OD at another or 
the same boundary. Each edge hss diffmnt sritcria such as edge susngth, edge 
raaighmesr. edge smwthnerr and edge continuity. Edge strength is the most important 
criterion of an edge. Ir is calculated by measuring the absolvte intcnsiry difference 
between two pels across the d g s  in the original image. If a and b arr nvo points on each 
side of an edge as show in figwe 3.5. then the edge smngth E, of that W e u l a r  point is 
&=In-bl  ................... (33) 
If N a the total number of points in that a l p ,  thm me tow edge s m g f h  & is 
&= $ E .  ................... (3.4) 
I 
The edge strength salculared in equation 3.4 is not a local mesun. Ic is defined by 
stringing logcthcr loeal mcasvrer along a tcajetory defined by the initial scgmcntarion. 
Mare rhan one paint can be considered on each side of the e d p .  In that case the local 
averages of the intensities an calculated. If a and c me rwo paints on onenide and b and d 
are rwo poinrs in the oppmirc slde of the c d s  as shown in figure 3.6, then the edge 
~Rength of that parricularpoinr is 
L = l(a+cyZ - (b+dyZl ............ 0.4) 
Then the total edge strength can be calcvlntcd using using equation (3.4). Weighted 
average3 could also be "red in equauon 3.4. 
Pixel positions shown in figure 3 5  and 3.6 ar for a pvdsular position of a pixel in the 
segment bounday only. Pixel positions w always tnhsn in n tine anhogonal to the 
boundarydinction. 
S t d g h m e s ~  is the hesecond mosr imporrant criarion of an edge. It is calculated basad on 
the Euclidean dirrance between the srarring and the end poinrr of  the edgc. If irl. yl) and 
ir2, y2) nre the starring and the end points o f w  edge respctively. Euclidean dir- 
Dw-= . / ix l -x2)'+(yl-yZ~ ..... (3.5) 
So, the rlraight distance is the Euclidean dirranee between two end poinrs of an edge and 
the s~aighf distance is 
L W a - = D -  .............. (3.6) 
The smghmcrs can he defined ar DwCuan/ N. -re N is the coral n v m k  of points in 
that edgc. 
smoothness s calculated baredon he  1 d  straightness" of a pel in an edge. Thc phrase 
"local rwighmers" means that every nvcccrdve in an edge is compared with its two 
p r i o u ~  pels to check whetha it in in n straight line with them or not F i p  3.7 (a) 
shows a rmwfh portion of an edge and figure 3.7 (b) shows a portion of an cdzc thar is 
nor smooth. If the incoming pel is in a swighr line with the pv ious  wo pels. it is 
considered an lacally straight, othmvine it is not locally stmight 
Evcry time a pel is not losally smlghr, it inmanes a counter. If an edge is fairly smooch 
its mvnsr value is lower and if it is nor smmth ia  munrcr value is hlghcr So. the 
rma0thnu.r of an edge is 
&=No.dmunt/N .................. (3.7) 
m e r e  N is the number of p b  in ulc cdge. The Iowa the h d y e .  the more smooth 
the edge. Smoothnw sari also be m a d  over a larger window. i.e. more pls can be 
considered along the boundary forshesldng lacal smighm-s. 
Sometimes there are edges in an image that start hmn an image boundary or fmm a 
venei and end without meeung anotha v e n u  or boundary or an edge. These edger an 
called discontinuou edger. Thcsc dismntinvaus edges arc created whm onc or more 
edger are m o v e d  fmm the region or added ro the m n g e s r  edge while pmscsring the 
algorithms. Figure 3.8 shows some typical dirsontinuous edges. Dimtinuour edges do 
nor conuibure ro the combined cdge s m g m .  If an edge is continuous irs edge continuiry. 
E- .,, is set ro I; athenvise L.. is set to 0. 
The wcightcd combination of all there cntcria h vscd m ealcularc the combined edge 
romgth of a pardcularedge. So, dneombinededge nwngm b is 
bad= ~ d g e ~ s m g m f ~ n o r  &+ smighm~1s-factor. ba 
- Smoothness~~r*&~+C~ntinuiry~faemr*E,~,~,~ ..... (3.8) 
Where the hsgcgcsmsmgthif~m, Swighmus fanor. Smmthnerrfacror and 
Continuiry_facra.an the scaling paramsmJ. Srmighmcss can be used in placc of 
Eungca- for dalsulnting sombrnsd edge rmngrh. In preliminary erpetimenS i t  is 
found that srmighmcss does not wo& very wen. W ~ U I  swighmcEJ is used forcdcalIa6ng 
mmbined edge rrmrgh. some regions fmm the ovtpur image are eliminated those are 
rrmighr and imponant. So. Fm- is Uscd for calculating combincd edge rtrsn.d. 
Bared on this mmbined c d p  r m g t h  two rechniqucs, linelegmcnt suhwction a ~ d  linc- 
segment addition. have been dsvslopsd 
3.2.1 Subtraction Technique 
Based on a weighred combination of all the srirctia. the weakest sdgs is found among all 
the edger in  the region and removed if it is below a threshold The -hold i s  chosen 
h d  on the highest and the lowest vduc of the combined edge smgth.  Afcer removing 
the weakest edge. the edges thar are adjacent to the weakest cdgc'r m d  polnrs are joined 
so thar rhey appear as a single sdge. If one end of the weakest edge is in the boundary, 
then the alzorithm simply removes that edge. 
Fig- 3.9 shows an example of this rechnrque. If edge number 4 is removed fmm this 
region. then edge n v m k  1. edge n u m k  2 and edge nmber 3 are jmmed mether so that 
all the h e  edger appear as a single edge. If edge number 1 is the weak- edgc, then Ihe 
algorithm simply removes i r  Every time Ulat a wsahesr edge is m o v e d  thc combined 
edge strengths of the maining edges are rccPlculared. This pedm is rspcared until all 
the edges k low  the thrnhold are moved  
F i p  3.9  ~ s n t e c b n i 9 9  
The svbtnstion technique Berefore w& by removing regmenration boundaries. ic. 
merging adjacent ac-IS, acmrding to ths edgc criteria along their shared boundary. 
3.2.2 Addition Technique 
In this technique. the stmngest edge (based on a weighted combination of all the criteria) 
of all the edges is caleulaud firrr It is uwd ro need a multi-segment line that sown out 
Fmm it at both en&. At each end of the s m g u t  edge. the algorimm lwks at a binary 
m e  containing four branch-. The adjoining edge that has h e  highest edge sength 
(based on the wwci&Iedcombtnation of all criruia) is appdcd  ro Ulc s e d  
Figure 3.10 shows the addition algorithm at one end of rhe seed Thae  src favr w i b l e  
branches: 24.25.36 and 37. The mongcst branch of these four, or i s  Erst se-t only, 
is appended to 1 if the combined edge srrength maned on the weighted combination of all 
criterle) 1s greater Ban the IhlPshold A similar p x e d m r e  is followcd at the other end. 
This p-nr of sppmding continues until a closed Loop or a boundary is reashed. The 
same pmenr i s  reparea finding the next srrongut cdge (prcviourly unused) until a 
cenain number of lines har bgn f o m d  Every time the Etrangcst edge of the remaining 
edges is considered as sccd. Thcse lines an selected by visual observation. Every time the 
ourput image is c o m p d  with the original image to see whether the repenration 
match- with the original image or not If the segmmrarion pelfecdy matcher. !he 
algo"thm stops -in& otherwise if continuer pmeenning. 
The ~ r i o n  technique can dw, be prfomed by adding one edge at a time without 
Iwking ahcad on the binary mc. In mar Ease, the smngesr edge (based on weighted 
combination of all criteria) of edge number 2 and edge numb" 3 in figure 3.10 is added 
to cdge numher I. In preliminary u p c d m t s  it wss found that lwking ahead on the 
b i n q  me pmdueer b e m  results than adding single edgc at a time. That ir why the 
biniuy mc algorithm is -nunended forthe ddition technique. 
The god of this chapter was to pmducc a bnm scgmmration wing region-growmg 
methods. Two techniquu - line-segment r u b d o n  and lincsegmenr addition have been 
developed uslng different edgc criteria. The scgmcnted output produced by these 
algorithms is di-sed in chaprer 5. Segmmred output produced by objective and 
ruhjccuve measures is discussed in sha~ter1. 
Chapter 4 Segmentation Evaluation 
4.1 Introduction 
While development of segmenmion algorithm has amaeted significant amtion, 
relatively fewer effons have bsm r pn t  on their evaluation, although many newly 
dpvclopd algdthms are (mosr often subjenivcly) compared wih  some particular 
algorithms with few particular images. Moreova, most cffons spent on evaluation are 
just for designing nsw evaluation metha* and only few authos have artmprcd to 
characterize the different evdumon methods. mang [42] nvlcwed differ en^ existing 
methods for segmentation ononal~on. 
Thrs chapter discusser the existing segmentation cvduarron techniques and develops a 
new idea for segmentation evaluation. Existing segmentanon evaluation techniques are 
discussed in section 4.2 and a new technique in demonstrated in section 4.3 followed by a 
bnef summary of all svaluarion mcrhods. 
4 3  Previous Works 
Assording to Zhang [421, segmentation algodthmr can be evaluated analytically or 
empirically. The analytical methods d i d y  examine and asrcrr the segmentation 
algorithmr themselves by analping their principles and pmpnric~. The empirical 
methois i n d i d y  judge the se-ration algorithm by applying them I 0  test imagu 
and mcsruring the quality of segmentation results. Vari- empirical methadr have been 
proposed Most of them can be classified into ruo r y p s  1421: goodnsss methods and 
discrepancy methods. In the firrr category some desirable pmpcnies of rcgmmted 
imager. ohen csrabiishd ascording to human intuition, arc mcanwed by 'goodness" 
p-ten. The performances of regmenmion algorithms un&r investigation are judged 
by the values of goodnern meas-. in thc second category some r e f m c c ~  char prewnt 
the ideal or expected sewration rrrults me fim found. The pcrfo-cer of 
scgmcntation algorithms under investigation are men assessed according to the 
discrepancy mciuum. Following this din-ion, hc gmup of methods can be 
disringuhhsd 
The above dassifisation for =valuation methods can be scen rnm clearly !n figure 4.1, 
where a general scheme for ssgmmradon and its evaluation e preoenred. The input Image 
ohraioed by sensing is fin< (optionally) prepmcesncd to produce the hegmcnting image for 
the segmentation pmcedure. The segmented image can then be (optionally) port- 
pmeenred ro produce the output image. In figure 4.1 the pans enclosed by the mrangular 
bores with thin lines correspond Lo rhe aegmenrarion pmcedure in its n m w  sense, while 
the pans enclosed by the rrstangdw boxer with solid liner comrpond to the 
segmentation pmcedure in its g m d  fam. The black armw indicate me pmcesring 
directions of rcgmmtarian. Ths access points for the hc p u p  of evaluanon methods 
are depicted wirh &"ed m w s .  
The analysis metho& treat the algorithm for wgmcntation directly. The empirical 
goodness mrhodr judge the rcgmcntcd image or ourput image so as to indirectly assess 
the prfarmancc of algorithm. For applying cmpmcal discrepancy methods, the 
reference image is nserrary 1421. It can be obtained manually or automatically fmm the 
input image or segmenting image. The empirical discrepancy methds compare the 
regmcnvd image or output image to the reference image w d  use their difference to assus 
the pcrfomancc of a1gorithmfh. 
Each merhd m u p  has i s  own characreria~cr. In the following h e  subsections a bnef 
dedcription of the mcrhods b e l o n ~ n g t o  thc hc p u p s  will bcpmvi&d 
4.2.1 Analytical metbod 
The analytisal mcthods directly mat the scgmmradon algorithms chemwlver by 
sonsidenng the pnnciplcs, qurremmtr ,  utilities. and complexity of algorithms. Using 
analytical mechods to evaluate chc ~cgmmtatian algorithms avoids the concrete 
implementation d UKw algorithms. The rewlrr are exempt fmm methodological 
influmcu in evaluation eipcdmentr [42]. However, nor all pmperiies of regmeorarion 
algerithmr can be obtained by analytical studies. Until now. the analytical mcthodr work 
only with same parricular madcls ordcsirabk pmperiies of all algorithms. 
One analytical method h a  been p m p d  by Lied& st al [431. They p r e m v d  an 
cvaluaoon srvdy of r e v e l  algorithms by taking inn, acmunr the ryps and amount of a 
pnori howledge Umt h a  bscn incorporated into different regmmrarian algorithms. Such 
howlsdgs is usually heuristic information and different fypsr of a priori howlsdgc are 
hardly comparable. Ths infnmation provided by this msrhod is rough and qualitative. 
On the other hand. nor only 'the amounr of relevanr a priori howledge that can be 
incorparared into the regmencation algon'thm is decisive for che reliability of the 
segmentation mahcds", but it is also very imponant for the performancz of the algorithm 
how such a prini lolowledge has bcen incorporated [441. 
Other pmpcmcs of scgmcntation algorithms chat can bc obtrincd by analysis include the 
prw.csing strategy. pmcusing c ~ m p l u i t y  and efficiency and re-tmon resolution. 
There pm&a could be helpful for selecting ralrablc algorithms in pameular 
applications. 
4.23 Empirical g o a h  methods 
The methodr in these g m v p ~  evaluate the performance of algorithm by judging the 
quallry of ssgmenrrd imager. To carryour ~ h i n  work cenain qualiv measurer should be 
defined Mort measure9 are utabtinhed according u, human inmition [421 abovt whar 
conditionr should be natirficd by an "i&C segmenration. In o t h a  words. the quality of 
re--cnred rmagcs is assused by some "gmdneor" mea~urrs 1421. There method.? 
characterize different scgmcnrarion algmithms by simply compvting the goodnar 
measures bswd on the scgmmrrd image without the a priori bowledge of the c o m a  
aepmmration. Zhang [42] pmpored diffcrmt types of gaodners mcaswss such as 
goodness bawd on inm-region uniformity, gwdnerr bared on mmr-region mncart and 
goodness bared on region shape. D i k n r  rypes of goodness m e s u m  pmpored by 
Ulang are discussed in h e  following subsections. 
4.23.1 G o o d m  based oa intra-region uniformity 
Weaka and Roasnfisld [451 proposed n threshold evaluation method thar uses a busyness 
mesure as the airerion to judge the thresholded images. To apply the busyness measure 
the authors assume that h e  imager are composed of objects and k k g m u n d  of compact 
shapes and are not smngiy rcxrured Under these asnumprionr. the rhrsholdcd imager 
should look smooth &cr than busy. In practice. they compute the m a n r  of busyness 
for a h rho lded  image by using the py-lcvsl soaccmmce maex representing the 
percentage of abject backsround adjacencies. The lower the busyness. the smoother the 
threrholded imagu. the bnm the ~cgmentation m d u  and the hghcr the p fomancc  of 
applicd a l g o n h r .  
Similar to W e z h  and Rormfield Narif and Lcvine also believe that an adequate 
segmentation should pmdusc images having higha in=-region uniformity, whish is 
relared to the similarity of pmpny  about region elements [461. The vniformiry of a 
feature over a region can be computed on the basis of the variance of that feature 
evaluated at cvery pixel belonging to that region. 
The inrm-region uniformity. as a desired pmpny of segmcnred images, can alro be 
measured by rhs highcr d e r  local m m p y  based on infomation theory [471. Pal and Pal 
pmporcd a Ihreshalding method that maximizes rhc rccond order local enmpy of the 
objcsr and baskpundrcgionn [471. 
43.2.2 Goodness based on inter-region conhast 
In addition to inm-region uniformity, Lcvinc and Narif also bolleve that an adsquare 
segmentation should alro pmducc i m a m  having higher contrast asmss adjacent rcgions 
1481. C o n m t  is computed on the basis of the average values of f e a w  of adjacent 
regions. The contrast between two ogions R, and R, is thus givm by 
............... Ga =If.-fd/ (f,+fs) =Ca, (4.1) 
whuc Land fa are the average g n y  kvcl of regions R 2nd Rb. 
Each neighboring region Rconrributcc to the ~ u m m i o n  with a value that is pmporrional 
to the adjacency between it and Ule region Rs for whish the me=- is computed. If rhc 
region R conrisct of aset of regions It. Rb. K..... R. re~vlting hom the segmenration of 
an mput Image. then nvo regions R and RM arc said ID be adjacent if them u u s s  a1 least a 
pair of pains p e R  and q6R, which is four-eonnested. The meas- for the region R, is 
given by 
........ (4.2) 
Whers psa a rhc regloo adjacency between two regions defined m 1571. It raker a value I 
if two regions arc adjacent and a "due 0 othnw~w. 
In order m obtain a single conmr mearm for the whole area. a weighted sum of the 
conmibutions of each region in that ana s compurcd. In g m d ,  the conmf measure for 
area n is given by 
C.= ?& V, C. 1 V. ............. (4.3) R. 
Where Va a the weight asnmed to +on Radefined in C481. 
The weight assigned to the connibution of each re@on to the contrast measure depends on 
i s  silc, bur nor linearly. This can-f measure muar be high ro indicate a good 
segmmarion. 
4.233 Gaodaess based on region shape 
Nor only thc 5 y  level, buc aim the fa- of a se-red M g e  can be into account 
to design gaodncrs meas- for sadafying human intuition about an "ideal- 
segmentation. A meas-, called the shape measure SM, is used for the mcanvremenr of 
the rhape of the object in the imager. S a h m  st a1 1491 pmporcd a rhapc measure (SM) for 
evaluating scvcral threshold selection algxithms fors given ,mags which in defined as: 
SM = l I C (  2 Sgo[f(r, y) - f y l lg(x,  y ) S s [ f ( x .  y) - TI) ........ (4.4) (r.y) 
where f, oyl i s  the average 5 y  value oE the neighborhood N (x. y) of a pixel losated ar 
(i. yl with grey level f (x. yl and gradient valuc q(x. y). T is the threshold value rclmed 
for negmmtation. C i s  a normalization fastor and SgnO is the w i t  step function. Based on 
the calculated shape m a s u n  values for .different threshold selection algorithm. the b u r  
threshold selection algorithm can be Eound and the segmentation produced by thar 
algorithm would be considered as best segmmtatlon among them. The rhape measured 
vnlue that sslecrs the b u r  threshold in considered as h t  rhape. 
43.3 Empirical diserepmq methods 
In practical segmentation applicarioru. some mor. in the %-red image can be 
tolerated. On the other ride, if the segmenting image is complex and the algorithm used a 
fully auromatic. the enor is inevitable [421. The dinpi ty  berwem thc actual segmented 
image and a co-ly ideally segmented image (mfcrence image) which is the bear 
possible result, can be vsed to assess thc pcrforrnance of the algorirhms. The merhods in 
this gmup rake into m o u n t  the difference (measwed by various discrepansy wameren) 
between the actually repenred and reference images. i.e. these m a d s  rry to &tennine 
how far the actually segmented image is fmm the refemss tmage. A higher value of ths 
discrepancy measure would imply a bigger mor in the acarally s5gmcnrcd image relative 
to the reference image and this indicates the lower pcrfonnancc of the applied 
rsgmcnration algorithms. 
In image encoding, the disparity between the original image and !he decoded image has 
ohcn bccn used to objectively assas the performance of coding algorithms. A commonly 
used discrepancy measure is the mean-quare signal-to-noise rauo. Many other 
dl-pancy measures have bcm pmporcd anduped 
4.23.1 Discrepancy based on the number of mis-segmented pixels 
Comide"ng image s cpmfa t im  as a pixel clannification p-. the percenragc of pixels 
mis-cla~rified is the dirncpancy mca~ure that comer most wdily in mind [491. Weszkr 
and Rorsnficld [451 used a umilar approach to mcasvrs the difference between an "idefl 
(conrct) Image and a h sho lded  image. Underthe assumption that thc image sonsism of 
objects and backpund each having a spssifisd disrribuuon of grey level. they COmpUIc. 
for any given Vusshold value, the probability of mirelasrifying an object pixel as 
backgmund, vice v m a  Thir probability in ~m provider an index of ~ c p m t a t t o n  
~ u l t s .  which can be used for evaluating Vusshold selection algorithm. In their w o h  
such a probability is minimizedin the -SS of an appl'O@-e IhrcJh~ld. 
The idea of computing discmpancy bascd on the numbs of crmr pixels is also reflected 
in % o m  edge dcaction cvalvstion schemes. Such a me- could be r e d l y  extended to 
measure what hastion of the segmmted objcn pixels wcre acmally obls t  pixels soas to 
evaluate the regmenration. 
4.23.2 Discrepancy based on the position of mis-segmented pixels 
The discrepancy masweo based only on the henumbs of mis-semsntcd pixels do not & 
lnta account the spatial information of t h m  piiclr [a]. It is thus possible that imagcs 
se.mcnred differently can have the same di3CItpancy mearm values if these - w s  
only cowr the numbsr of mis-segmcnnd ~ixels. To address this pmblem, some 
d i s rqmcy  mesuns  bared on piwl positionerror have bssn proposed 
One way is to usc the discanfan herween the miregmenred pixel andthe nearest pixel rhar 
actually belongs to the mir-segmenrsdslass [42]. LcrN be the number of mir-segmented 
plxcls for the whole image andd(i) be adinanse metns from the ith mis-segmented plxcl 
and the ncarssr pixel that actually is of the mirclauiticdslau. A discrepancy m-we 
bared on this distance in f i n e d  by Ysmoff et all501 as: 
D = E dZ (i) .................. (4.5) 
,=I 
This mcagurc is funher nonnalaried (?iD) to exempt the influence the image sirs and to 
give a suitable value cange by 
ND = LOO& ............ (4.6) 
Whcm A is the total numterof pixels in the image (a measure of ma). 
In rhc evaluation of edge detectors a commonly wed discrepancy measure is the mean 
sqvarc disrance figure of merit (FOM) pmpo=d by RaU [511 
W h m  N =mar  (N,. N,) and Ni and N. denote the number of ideal and asmal derssrcd 
edge pixels respectively. d (i) denares the distance berwem the ith detecrcd cdgc pixel 
and is comct psition and p is a maling pmrem, This mcanure has been shown 
in~cnsinve to cornlation in false alarms and missed edgcs. 
4.233 Discrepancy based on the number of objects in the image 
Far perfect regmenration ancecrrary condition is thac there should be an equal number of 
objcstn of each ciws in Ulc ref-- image and thc ncgmenred image [421. A subsranrial 
disagreement in the number of objects indieares a largs discrepancy between the reference 
and regmenred Images. Yamoff and Bacvs [52] proposed to compure the object-count- 
agreement (OCA) based on probability theory. Let Ri be mc number of objects of clws I 
in the segmented image, the authon used the probability F o o  that the two numberr R 
and S, represent samples from the same diseiburion for m u r i n g  the OCA: 
MZ (M-2)2 -zZ 
F~~~ = I 1  ((2 C(M - 2)) * r c dz ....... (4.8) 
In equation (4.6). M = N-l denotes the number of d e w  of msdom. TO dmotcs the 
Gamma function and Lean be computed by: 
N 
L = ,z1(st - Rr)l(p * Rr) 
where N Ir the number of object el-r and p is a mmlation parameter 
4.23.4 Discrepancy based on the feature values of segmented object 
One fundamental quc~tion in image analysis is whether n measurement made on the 
objects fmm repenled image i s  as assme w onc made on the original images. 
Aaarding ro M s  measure. a segmented image has the highest quality if the object 
features cxtrmed from ir prccivly match Be  features in the ref-% imagc [42]. Hcrs 
the reference image is not rhs original image, but is one hat is ideally segmented h rhe 
origird image. So, if the objcst fa- urractcd fmm the armally segmented image 
perfectly match the fa- in the ref-ec image. then the asmally re-ented image 
and the ccfcrcncc image would be name. In @a, an image has high quality if the 
decision made on i t  is unchanged from that made on rhs original image. The vltimare goal 
of image segmentation in h heconrcxr of image analyois is m obtain the measasuremmcr of 
objscr features [53]. The acc-y of thee measurements obtained fmm the segmented 
image with ccspcr to the reference image provider useful di-pancy measures. This 
sccurvy can be tcrmcd "ultimate msasunmcnt accuracy" [421 (UMA) to reflect the 
ultimate god of segmmration. The UMA is fern -dent and denoted as UMAr Let 
Ry denote the fcann. value obtained fmm ths rcfacncc image and Sf dmotc the fearure 
value mcar-d fmm the segmented imagc, thc absolute UMA, ( A W )  and relative 
U M A r  (RUMAd are &fined ar 1541: 
AUMAc=IRf-Srl ........... (4.9) 
RUMAr=(/Rr-SrllRr) * 100 ...... (4.10) 
Both AU2MAr and RUMAr can repmmt a number of di-psy measurer when 
different objecr fsatuccs ar. wed. 
4 3  Comparison of previous works 
The drcc method gmups for segmmtation evaluation described in rhe h e a b  ovcrmian~ 
have their awn ch~~~cferistics. In the fallowing, their advantages and limratians arc 
discussed. 
43.1 GenemliB for evalueiion 
One desirable proprry of an evaluation method is iu  gsnsraliry to bs applied forrrudying 
various ~ m ~ e l r i e s  of algorithms [42]. To apply analytical mehods some formal models of 
an image should be 6m defined The behavior of the algorithm an such an image can 
then be analped (mathmatidly) in t a m s  of the p m e t m  d the image and the 
oigonrhmr 1551. Cenain pmpsnicr of segmmtaoon a l g o r i k  can be easily obrainedjusr 
by analysis, such as the processing strategy of the algorithm. and rhc resolution of 
segmentation mulu.  However. some otherpmpcnics cannot be pnciseiy analysed sincc 
no formal modcl cxinu. For i n sme ,  hers is no quantitative measure for a prioti 
knowledge about imagcs that ean be incatprated inm segmentation algorirhms [431. In 
addiuon, rhce are methods rhat can only be appticablc la cclrain regmenwion 
algorithms. For instance. the mslllcd based an detscdon pmbabrlity d o  is merely 
suirahle for studying rimple cdge detection. 
~ ~ ~ i r i ~ a l  methods described in rhe pmiour; remans - meinly -d m =oldy the 
eomsrnsrs of r ~ ~ t i a n  algorithm 1421 by raking inm account the a s s m y  of 
s s p n r a t i o n  resulra. One reason is that other pmpcmcs of algorithm. such as 
sompvatianal em have been partially ovurome by the p r o p s  of rsshnology. Anotbcr 
rc-n is that the accurasy of s s v t l t i o n  is o h  the hernary concern m real 
applications and is difticvlt a, smdy by analymd methods. From the p i n t  of view rhar 
only one propury is studied, the empirical m c t h d  can be thought of as somewhat 
Ifmired. However, most of them can be conddehd as relatively general, b e c a w  they can 
evaluate differat ryper of regmenration algorithms. 
45.2 Qualitative versus quantitative and subjedive versus objective 
Two more pmpsrties of an evaluation methcd ars the abilitisr to evaluate regmmration 
algorithms in a quanntarive way and an an objective basis. Quantitative study can provide 
prectre results reflectingtbe exacmws of evaluation [541. Objective smdy will excmpt the 
innutncc of human factor and provide condnrmcy and unbiased rs~ulcs. canerally, 
analrlcal mehods ars more ready to apply. but they often provide only qualitative 
pmpemes of algorithms. Empirical methods are normally quantitntlve as the valuer of 
quallry measurer can be numerically computed. Among them, gwdnsu methods based 
on subjective measurer of image quality are lens suitable for an objsnive evaluation of 
segmented algorithm. Disnepansy methods can be both objective and quantitative. 
4 3 3  Consideration dsegmentationapplications 
The sffsctivc usc of domain -dependent Imowledpc in mmpurcr virion can hclp to make 
d i f f m r  p m s s ~ ~ u  rsliablc and cffitienr. To effccdvcly evaluate negmenwon 
dgotirhmr. the hsnsideration of %wentation applications in whrch algotithmr are 
applied is also impownr. 
The above three method gmvps are different in the extent ro which they uplicitly 
consider the hepplicatiam for which the segmentation algorilttms are used. At one crMmc 
xc the malyrical studies that do nor consider the narun and goal of application. Ths 
evaluation results depend only on the analysis of algoriUlmr thcro~elve~. The empirical 
dimepansy mnhods, which mke both the rsfermcc and s twmted  image8 into 
conr~dcraoon, nrrcmpt R) sap* thc application rhmugh the &mepansy mcaJmer. The 
ncsd to have a ref-- force the evaluation to be c c c c ~ ~ d f o  the appticctiony C541. 
4.3.4 Common problems for most existing methods 
There are still nvo main problem assosimd with most ofcxisting evaluation methods. 
0 Each cvalvation h o d  dcrerminu the pdormancc of algorithms M n g  to 
c d n  criteria If the same c r i ~ o n  u c d  for segmmtation lo dw, used for cvduatim 
then some biased results will be prcdprodccd [541. For example, the second order lmal 
entmpy that was maximized for selecting W o l d  values in the new algorithm pmpored 
by Pal and Pal I471 and was also comptcd far comparing the prformanse of this 
algorithm with that of other algorithms in Pal and Bhandad 1561. It is expected that the 
new algorithm should produse a high paformanee value. In m y  appticarions images are 
modeled as a mosaic of regions of unrfm inrmr~ry cormpted by additive Gaussian whirc 
noise. 'Thcrcfors. region homogcnury is a mmmonly used critedon for dnigo~ng various 
rsgmcntatioion algorithms. Using a goodness m u r e  based on unifarmiry talru thc same 
crircrion forevaluation. 
m) To strengthen certain as- in the quality measures, same scaling weighting 
paramstem ars often used. For crample. the p-em p in FOM provides a relative 
penalty between smeared cdgcn and isolated but aff9et edges. while the paramem p and 
q in FOC defcrmim the conrmbvtion of the large deviation d a t i v e  to n small deviation. 
Then exirrs no suitablc guideline or mic for choosing these piuameren. In pracuee, they 
are often selected on thc basis of hvman intuition or judgement. This mms a suppanedly 
objective evalvation Into oncthat is inflmnced by s ~ b j d v c  fastom. 
4.4 New Approach for segmentation evaluation 
Several evaluation techniques of segmented images and their limitations have been 
discussed in thc previous -tion. Objective cvaltition of segmented images is a difficult 
rask and posrlbly the human being is the ulamstc judge m m k e  a qualirarive as-menr 
of ourpurr fmm different segmentation algorithms. A subjcnivs (ssgmcnration pmduccd 
by human king)  evaluation method is dcsnibedin lk sssdon 
Stamng fmm an aver-regmenred image, a human obwrver lwlw ar the on@nal image. 
remover me weahc~t edge (subjectivri~y) and ses a valalal for that one. He then lwks at the 
second weaker edge comparing with rhs original image, remover that one and sen 
another value for it. Thir process is continued until all edger in the pic- arc removed. 
After rcmoving d l  edges fmm thc region, a Bn of numb has been found according m 
the order in which theedges w m  m o v e d  Bsscdon that list. individual edge enreria can 
be calculated abjssdvely from the ~ r i g i ~ a l  image and their correlation with human 
p r f m a n c e  calculated. Cornlation is a method of dernmining a degns of asroeiation 
between two variables. In thin method thc subject pmvides ordinal valuer ( k t ,  second. 
third and so on) that arr then represented by cardinal values (1.2.3 and so on) in order to 
calculate cornlation between the human method and the algorithms. In fact, the q d i t y  
measurements of the pmposcd ~sgmcnrar~on algorithms are defined in emu of their 
cornlation with human performance. Thir method give a. well-dsfmul mapping fmm 
human judgement to a value for each segment boundary. Thls is possible became both the 
algorithm and the human nrs beginning fmm a segmented image. 
In thir ehapm most methods for rgmmtation cvalwion and companron oa far are 
1~vicweb A new evaluation (cshniquc ha. becn wplained Each mcthod studied in this 
chapm has advantage and limimtions. Fmm an application point of view, thorn rhu 
belong to diffaent gmlrps are m e  mmplcmmtq than comptitive. Besides. the 
perlormBnce of ssgmmtation algorithm is intlusnsed by many facfos, so only one 
evaluauon method would be not mough to judge all pmprries of an algorithm and 
diffmnt methods should be combined. 
Sementation evaluation b i n d i w b l e  for impmving the prfo-ce of existing 
segmentation algorithm. and for developing new powerful algorithms. This study 
attempts to rtimularc the work in thir dimtion. To make segmentation p r  off rrial-and- 
c m r  s m s  furrhrrhstudic. and mom &om forsegmmration evaluation arc nccded. 
Chapter 5 Experimental Results and Discussion 
In the previous tuo ehapms of this then*, several existing segmentation teshniquer and 
segmentation evaluation techniques have been dincussed and a nnv technique for 
segmmration and s e ~ n t a t i o n  evaluation have bem pmssnred. The capability of the new 
algorithm s demons-d in this chap-. The next section shows some experimcnral 
rsulrs of the combined algorithms and a brief ~ummary of rhc ~ u l r r  ir discussed in the 
lasr d o n .  
In order n, invutigats the performance of the algorithmn, n a n d  images and m e d i d  
imager w m  ured. All images have a resolution of 256156 and up to 256 different grey 
Icveis. For thc time being. only a single pixel on each ride of the cdgc is ured for 
calcuiaring rhc edge sucngth ro save computation time. The orianal images together with 
their mui t$  e show below. 
Figure 5.1 shows a nanual image ilcnnaZ56). An ovsr-scgmred image is pmduced by 
wing region-wwing method. which in shown in figure 5.2. Figure 5.3 shows the 
candidate edgw that corn from rhe 0vn;segmntd image. The newly dcvelopcd 
algorithms hsve been @led on this image shown in figure 5.3. 
In & to invcstigatc the pcrfnmnnee of the combined algnithms a m  of the edge 
mtcda hsve b.m applied indiviuly b the i n p t  i- Figurc 5.4 shows an example 
output for a thrwhold valvc 16, w h m  only the edge s(nnglh niaion is applied. It 
preserves only the regions that arc scpsnted by a atmng boundmy fmm meir neighbaing 
regions. that b, if the ev- intensity d i f f m  on the edge in the aigmal image is 
hlghu than the mnshold then tha cdgc is pxsmed. OtheMsc that edge hm been 
mnoved fmm the mtpt.  Rgure 5.5 shows an& uampk for edge smngrh for 
s t k d o l d  value M. Ihis shows thst whm the Uucshold valw is &aged fmm 16 I0 M, 
the output is changed, bccavsc the wen@ iamsity di&tncm sm less U w  this 
t k d o l d  valuc. Similarly. figme 5.6 shows ths nample wQvt w h n  the edge 
svaighmcss miloion is qqlied. In this c e ,  the threshold value was 17. When the 
snaighmess cdtuim is applied a l w ~  it plcscmo only the sUai& @on ofbe  repiom. 
As a mult, the example MLlPUf d as prc&rvs samc re@gions that sm nM 
significant in scgmmtatim but atmi#& Figurc 5.7 show6 saDfha usroplc ampa for 
edge sVaighmaas when tlmrholdvaluc 23 is appkd. Ihe effect of&a%ing tlmrhold in 
this ~ p p ~  is I0 Imsome regions in the lip, msc, cyu .nd ha in lma256, since these 
regions m mode by lhon 0.iP hu. Oms edge &&a crm also be applied 
i n d i w y .  
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Afrcr combining all the edge criteria. the oubmtion technique and the addition techniqm 
wcrs invcsugarcd. Figure 5.8 shown the e-Ic output of n u b t i o n  technique when thc 
finr weakerr e d p  from the pisum is rsmovedand figure 5.9 shows the fint weakest edge 
in the picture alone. This appears as a dot Figure 5.10 shows the uamplc ovrpur of 
subtraction rcchniq- for a threshold value 0.55. The weighting facron for cdge rrrsngrh. 
edge rtmghtosss, edge rmmthncu and cdge continvrry me 0.32. 0.05. 2.5 and 0.1 
respccrively. In this ourput imagethsc ars same ccgjonn that have been psenred. bur arc 
nor significant in scgmmtaion, sush as the ncgions in her hair and her shoulder. Rgure 
5.11 shows another uamplc output for submtion technique for a Urcrhold value 0.65. 
The wughting fanon mmained same in this case. The weighting faston are set by visual 
observation. Every time the weighung factas an set. the heourput is observed and 
compand with the original image lo check whether the segmented output is pmpedy 
segmented or nor If the output is not pmpmly segmented. the weighting factan an 
changed by repcared observations. Roper vgmcntarion was nor found in this caw but s 
was attempted to find an accurate segmenrarion. Wirh the incrcmcnt of threshold value, 
some regions in the lips. cheek and some nwight and n m g  regions arr 10s. 
Rgure 5.12 show an example output of subtraction technique when the edge rwighmur 
facror is changed to 0.1 whcrc all other weighting facton and threshold remained same ss 
in figure 5.10. Figure 5.13 nhowr an uample output of subtraction technique when edge 
smo~ thne~s  fa tor is changed m 4. It a obsaved rhsr mcrcasing the swighrness factor 
preserves some straight poRions of the pic- in thc hat and shoddm of Iccca256 that arc 
not nignifi-t and are nor shown in tipre 5.10. On the other hanQ when the hemoothncrr 
factor inrreasss. the ourput p i ~ r c c o l d  nor preserve some impom< regions in me lips. 

hat and some smng reaoru in lsnna256 bur it lost some insi@fi-t h m o s  in the hair 
as well. When the continuity factor is innssred. it prsrcmed rhc regions shown in fisure 
5.10 but it  added some additional region$ in the eyer. shoulder and hat. figure 5.14 shows 
the example output when the continuity factor increaser to 0.45. 
The above demonsmtions show mar the variov~ edge criteria am mn&pm&ntly 
conrrollable and that their effect ir in tine with expestltions. Similar results have been 
observed on orhaimages. 
The addition technique that ntanr fmm the strongest edge in the =@on is air0 applied to 
the input image shown in figure 5.3. Figure 5.15 shows the %I srmngest edge (based on 
me weighted combination of all criteria) among dl e d g s  in the piceve shown in figure 
53. Aher flnding the first smngst edge. it grows out from both ends unui a closed Imp 
or a boundary ir reached as shown in Ggure 5.16. Figure 5.17 Ehowr rhe example output 
af rhc addition technique far a threshold valve 2. The weighting factors for edge rrrcngrh. 
edge nrraighmesr, cdgc moorhness and edge continuity are 035. 0.18. 2.25 and 0.1 
e rpdve ly .  This wrput image p-es all significant rcaonr in rcgmenrarion though Ir 
perewes a few regsons thar are nor significant When the threshold valvc is insrcased to 
4. some ruong regsons are ionr but nome ind@-r regions in ~e hat are added as 




Rgure 5.19 shows the heexample output of the addition rcchnique when the edge 
~ U a i ~ h m ~ ~ s  f m r  in i n e d  to 0.3 lreeping a other parameters same as in figure 5.17. 
When the Edge swighmcns fanor is increased u, 0.3, nome insignificant regions in the 
eyes, hat and shoulder am added. With the increment of edge rmaorhncsr factor. some 
imponanr regions in the eyes and roms srmng Edger are lost as shown in figure 520. 
When rhc continuity factor is increased to 0.3. the ootppvt picture shown in figure 5.21 
preswed some additional regions thar are nor meaningful in sepenfation. 
Ir ir observed that different edge criteria add diff-nt regions in the output picture 
according a, their weighting factors. The weighting facton should be chosen cmfully. 
considering the imporrance of the various feature for particular applications. 
In order ro evaluate the performance of the pmposcd separation techniques a 
measurc, described in section 4.4. has bem investigaad. Figvrc 5.22 shows an 
exampic output of segmented image wirh edges removed by a human. In this pisrurc, only 
fifty edges were removed by the human. Flgvre 5.23 shows anothcr example output of 
segmented image with more edger removed than that of figur. 5.22. by rhe same subject. 
Both imager were pmduced by n single subject. A full method would involve conmlled 
subjecnve rests with several subjects bur here the purpose was to pmve the concept. 
Thenfore a ringlc subject (the author) performed the boundary m o v &  on two reparm 
occa~ions. The ordcringr fmm the he0 cases were then compared and found to bc 
canriatent. ~n this method the subject pmvldcs ordinal valvu (first, second, third and so 
on) and these are c o r n p a d  with the odnal  values yiclded by the algnithm. To do this. 
rhcy were represented by cardinal values (1. 2, 3 and $0 on) in order ro salcvlare 
correlarian. 
F igm522:  Examplcoulpvtofrcgmcrnrd i m a g c p m d d  bya h m e  
Figure 5.24 shows Uls conelation graph bctwem the rdgc g&ss value (obtaird 
aubjectivcly) and edge me@ thaf wss obtained objstiniy. Thc ccnclstion d c i o l t  
farthis cast is 0.41; thaf is, the Edge sangth is cnrelatoj with the aubjectin mesSm. 
Figure 5.25 shows Ibc cnrelptianr grsph betwan the subjstivc m u r e  - edge g&s 
aod the objective mcana eds. strai'ghrness. Thc mnelsfim oxfkient fm tbis csw is 
0.07. Wpun 5.26 and figure 5.27 show the m i a t i m  graphs bnwm the rubjmhvc 
w m e  aigr and abjccbvc v a b  cdgc mmuhnrsl and edgc cmUzrIuy 
reqmzuvcly h thur csscs, mc -2.ticw oocfficunts arc 0 11 snd D 18.11 IS obsavd 
tha thw. a a httle conelstloo bstanm hvmsn mcthad md tho dgonthms for edge 
auarghrnm. cdgcmwth- and edpc mhnmty lhc h u m  has s e l d  the edges for 
nmovd by v~susl eb%srvauon llus ffiiechm pocedun s domvlatcd by edge -8th 
rsthcr than oonaidaiw dl nit- with qlul imprmsncc. That is why thw. is a litlle 
cmdauon bchvesn h l m ~  h o d  and dm slgrmtinm fm dxe au'r+i&meSS. CdgC 
emmhncsa and edge d n d t y  
~ d ~ .  goodn..~ vs. edg. contlnuly 

The pmpored segrnmtatim algoritllma have a h  been applied ro the same image 
(lenna256) but l a s  scgmccred than thiU rhoam in figure 5.2. Figure 5.28 nhowr this less 
regmenred image and figure 5.29 shows LC candidate edges that mme from i t  
Some of the hedge dter ia  are also applied individvally to this image and their oulpuu 
have also b- observed. Figure 5.30 shows the example output when the edge criterion - 
edge rmngth is applied alone with Unuhold value 20. Figure 531  shows the -ample 
output for rwighmess alone. For this sass, threshold value was 18. Output for edge 
rrrength prerelvcr the regions that are significant b a d  on their intenrider but output for 
edge rrraighmcrr p s m e r  thc $might ponions of the pi- though some of them are 
nor supposed to be -nt in the scgmcnred image. 
Fig- 5 32: Example ouwt of subation mhruquc when the flnl 
wuluc"i%e*=mwA 
Aftu combining all e& mireria (edge a m @ ,  cdgc suaighmerr. edge mwthnesr and 
edge mntinuiry) the rubrraction technique is applied ro this i-. Fi- 5.33 shows the 
example ourput of the subtrac600 technique e h m  the f is t  wcaLeot edge is removed fmm 
the region and figure 5.9 h o w  the finr weaken edge alone. Ic is reen thar h e  first 
wcaesr cdgc removed is the rams for both input Mag- (over segmented and less 
segmenred). Figure 5.33 show the final ourpur of subrractim rcchniquc for threshold 
value 1.5. For this output image, the weighting fscros for edge rmn@. edge 
ruaighm-. edge smwthoess snd cdgc continuity arc 0.25. 0.8, 3.5 and 0.25 
cerpeetivsly. 
When the subtraction tsshniqus was applied m the more segmented image s h a m  in 
figure 53. it preserved thc rc@ons nvch as b a r  in the hat and shoulder and same adm 
region; that are reparated by meaningful boundaricr. T h c r  rrgionr have rzgnificant 
valuw for edge mngth, edge srraighmcn., edge smwrhness and sdge continuiry. So. 
after combining all these "ireria, b e  combined sdge s m g f h  bccamc signtfieanr and 
there regions were p-ed. Similar regions w m  also presenred whm b e  rubmuon 
rechnique was applied to the less rcgmmtcd imagc shorn in figure 529. Bur t h m  are 
some small regions in ImnaZ56, like the hchgnr in tk sycs. n o r  and lips. bar are 
important for segmentation. The combined edge strength for these regions do not offer 
significant values. But when the subtrsction tsshniqus war apptiedro bhrs over-segmented 
imagc in figure 5.3 it pn-ed these small but important regions. On the othcr hand. 
when the rubmaion technique was applied to a L e n  segmented image shown in figure 
5.29. it could not w e  the hcirrcr's (lcnna256) cycs, nose and lips as preserved in figure 
5.10. 
hke the subusction tcehniquc, the addition tcehniquc has also bm @ed to the kss 
segmented imp of Bgurr 129. Figvrc 5.34 shows the u q l c  outpvt of Pddition 
tcshniqw for M o l d  1.5 withe- we~ghtingfsams an0.2.0.7.3 and0.25 nspcctivcly. 
The segmented Image shown m figun 5 29 pmdvocd by the pmposed alganthms hap 
bccn evaluated A subp%vc -we h a  also been used m tlus case Flw 5 35,536. 
5 37 and 5 38 show comlrwn papha bcovm the wblechvc valw obmncd by a human 
observer and objmw vduw - edge mm&, edge amghmess, cdgc smmUlacss and 
cdgc eonuouty m p l n a l y  Tk comlmon d c l m  for each of the above c a w  has 
bm calculatuL Tk comban mdRnmr an 035,O C4,0.18 and 0 17 ~cspcuvcly Il 
a 4pmI  th.t hum mehad and the algorithm are manlstcd fm edge smgth 
cntenon But dm3 IS a Ilttlc m l a h o o  bawm hvman mcthod amd the alpsthm for 
edge smUghlreaa, aiga smodhnass and cdge oanmmty Ihc w o n  for ths ltttle 
cmlauon m thta - 1s mmlu to Ulst dm OYCT-ldgmantad I- 
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The proposed dgonthms at dso applied to a m d c d  image (mriZ56). Rgwe 5 39 shows 
the origlnd image (mri256) 8nd figure 5.40 shows the starting segmented Image. The 
candldate edges that fmm thts segmented image are shown in figure 5.41. 

Fiw5.4>Exsm~4covlplnof -on Icshriqne for wigbung Gcmra0.25.0.6.3 
ad025 rrrpes6vcly 
The combined algorithm have been applied to Ule image shown in figure 5.41. Agurc 
5.42 shows an example ourput of rhe svb-tion technique for rhrerhold 1.75 and thc 
weighring factors for smngrh. edge straighmcss, cdgc rmoorhness and edge 
continuity vrcn 0 2 5 . 0 9 ,  3 and 0.25 ~ p o c t i ~ ~ l ~ .  men the edge r u a i % h m ~  factor ir 
decreased to 0.6 and cdgc rmwthncrn factor in incnared to 4, the uample o u w  of the 
rvbwction technique m o v e d  some "on-smooth regions fmm the pin- as shown in 
flgvrc 5.43. Fig= 5.44 *owr an example output of addition technique for keshold 1.5- 
The wclghung fanos for this output wue 0.2, 0.7. 3 and 0.25. Figure 5.45 shows 
another example ovtpvt of addition technique whm the edge smwthners factor is 
inmased to 5 andall o t h e r p ~ e f e s  remained Dame as in figure 5.44. 
53 Comparison with pure region-based sheme 
The addition and s u k t i o n  algorithms s t w  with an over-rsgmeorcd image containing L 
edger. The pnrerring of each algorithm pmduces an image with N edges, whcre L is 
greater than N. On the other hand it is p s i b l e  to sn-Ie an omwt image with N edge 
using region-based segmcnrarion alone. The h y  question is, docs the pmpased algorithm 
gmslilfc a better, more useful and mom reliable semcntuim than that obtained wing 
region-based segmmmtion alone. To snrwu U s  question. w v d  output ima,- that 
have bem obtained by region p w i n g  and by the new algmiaithm arc discussed below. 
Figure 5.46 shows a ~cgmenrcd image produced by region-based rementation. The 
candidate edges that come h m  Ulis ~gmenred image me shown in figure 5.47. The 
number of edges in this image is 275. Men the addition and the subtraction techniques 
are applied ro an over-segmented tmage (with 856 edger) ahom in figure 53. the 
rerulang outputs praervc 275 edger &own in figure 5.48 and 5.49. The output of thc 
region-based mnhod mover  some indaficanr regions and presaver 275 edger, but it 
could not nmove some mcaual ly  unimpomt n g i m  in the eyes, shoulder and hat of 
IcnnaZ56. On the other hand. the output of the addiuon technique preserver some 
smrsrurally imponant regions and remover msignifimr regions though it prsrwen a few 
insignificant regions. Wre ?h m a o n  in her fmehcad and logs a few shrmg boundades. 
The output of subudon tdmquc ---99-a mo9t of h e  insipticant regions and 


presnvcs all r r m c ~ l y  significant regions though it prr~snm a few un imwmt  
regions, like rhe regions in the forehead andshouldcr. 
To justify the acceptance of this algorithm, the addition and rhe subwcuon rcchniqucr arc 
also applied m a l u s  ~gmcn tcd  version of the name image, which is shown 1x1 figure 
529. The numbs of edger in this image is 423. Figure 5.50 Shows an example ourput 
whm the addition technique is applied to figure 5.29. T M s  ourpur imagc conrains 275 
edger Figure 5.51 shows the example ourput with 275 d g u  when the herubvastion 
technique is applied to ti= 529. The ovrput of the addition rcchruque preserver 
strusrurally significant regions and m o w s  unimpamt regions. Ulough it presavsr 
somc unimportant regions in her hat and shoulder. Similarly, the ourput of the rubrraction 
rcchnlque presmes most significant regions. It also prescrva rams insignificant regions 
andboundarics. 
The pmpored algorithm s- with an ova-segmented image where the region gmwing 
method en&. Thc number of segments in the pic- can be changed by setting different 
threshold valves in the region gmwing method. The resultr demonstrated in this section 
and m the prenovr sstion show that the proposed alalgodthm prodvcw bemr mulrs 
r m n g  with an over-segmented image conrainlng 856 edger. Thwe 856 edges an 
pmduced by region p w i n g  method for nttncJhold value 15. 
Iris observed that though it is possible to produce an output image with a arrain number 
of edges wing region-based segmentation only, thin docs not p-we all significant 
regions and remove unimponanr regioor. On the atha hand the pmpmed algorithm a n  
achieve this goal as the above demonrtrarionr show. 
TO ,nvcsogarc the prformancc of the p m p d  algotithmr, natural imager and medical 
imager are 4. The pmpo~ed algorithms - subwction and addition rechniquer -have 
ban applied to an over-scgmcnted image k t  and then applied to a lcss segmented 
version of the same image When the rubwction rechnique is applied to an ova- 
segmented imagc, it removes some regions fmm the image that are not separated by 
meaningful boundaries and prcsms  some regions chat an imponant for segmentation 
such as thc regianr in the eyer, nore and l i p  in lenna256. It aim pssrves n few non- 
structural regianr like the regions in her forehead and hair. But when the subwetion 
technique is applied to a less segmented version of the same image. ir doer not p-we 
some imponant regions such as syss, n o x  and lips while it pressrvcs some insignificant 
regions. So, it is obscrvscrvd fmm the above result$ rhar $he rubmaion tcchniquc pmduccs 
knm scgmsntation for natural and med id  imager whm it is applied to an aver- 
segmented version of that image. 
Uk the heubtmdon technique. the addition technique is also applied ra the o v s  
scgmcnfed and a Iers segmented m i o n  of the same image. In che ovcr-segmented image 
it preserved all significanr regions though s p-ed a few regions that an not imponant 
l i h  the shov1d.r and forehead artifastw.! regions. But in a 1- segmented vmion of the 
same image, though the addition technique preserved t hee  insignificant regions, it could 
nor pre~crve some memingful regions such as theeyes, nose and lips. 
Diffcrenr comlarion soemtienu ar. obrained for an over-regmented and less segmented 
vernion of the same image. For an ow-segmented image. the ccmlatioc coeffiticnu far 
edge nnngth, edge rmghmar ,  edge smoothness and edge sonrinuty are 0.41. 0.07. 
0.12 and 0.18 wkreas, for a kss segmented image these me 0.35. 0.06. 0.11 and 0.17 
reapctively. The mnslarion mcffitimrforedge smngth is higher for an over-segmented 
image than a less segmented m i o n  of the name image. This shows that human methad s 
conslarcd with the algorithm far edge strmgth mirerim. On the otha hand. the 
conslation socffinsnu of edge seaighmcsr, edge smwthners and edge continuity far the 
over-segmented image are higher than for the lens semented ~mage. bur nre all very 
small. Fmm br rssults shown above, it rr ap-t that the pmpwed algorithm pmducc 
better results fmm an over-legmenred image and when the algorithms are applied to an 
aver-segmmted and a less segmented image, rhsy wop with a comparable number of 
edger left after processing. Diffmnt edge sritnia-edge strength. edge nraighman. edge 
smaothnas and edge cantinvity an used in rhc p m p o d  algnithms. Thc above 
calculated correlation cocffiticnu show thar edge s m @  is the only mimion thar is 
comlated with the subjective measure. Othcr edge miraia have very lirtle somlauon. 
Bur there is a limitation to this subjective mas% n~ncc it is related to the involvcmsnr 
of visual -ption. In fast, the quality measuhmcnu ar. &lined in terms of their 
comlarion with human performance. Two pmblcm arise here Fist, thc ~ u l r r  heavily 
rely on the judgement of a panicular obsrvsr and ir may vary fmm one observer to 
another. Second. although such a p d w e  may be asscprable for d n  image 
processing rusk such an image cnhancsmcnr. it b not suitable for an automatic imap 
analysis where the objective judgement is mandatory. Subjective human judgement 
frequently differs fmm objective computer measuremmcr. Finally. experimental mulrr 
are lmporrant in ordcrro illuswre the effecdvmess dpmpmd negmmration methods. 
Chapter 6 Conclusions and further improvements 
This thesis reviews andsummarire5 some existing approaches to image ~~gmenrstion. So
far, image segmentation rechniqucr are application dependenr Selection of an appmpnaIc 
se,mcnration technique largely dcpndr on the type of images and application mas.  
Semantic and a prioti information about ths type of images ar. criucal to the solution of 
the segmentation pmblcm. 
A new image regmenration method based on region-growing has been prercnrcd in this 
rherir. The repon-growing mcthcd pmvidcs unambiguous segmentation but ofIen thvidu 
regions that am not clearly separated by a -g baundq. The goal of this thesis was w 
pmdvce a better regmmration using region-growing methds. For this purpose. an 
aoempr has been made to include more information about an edge. Different edge ctitctia 
e d g e  srrmgth, edge suaighmenr. edge smwthncsr and edge continuity have bemused. 
The combined algorithm eimcd to climinaIc ths regions that are not clearly s epmed  by a 
msaningfvl boundary in the segmented image. The pmposcd algorithms acted bcacr on 
an over-segmentrd image than an unda ssgmmted image. The addition and the 
subvastion techniques produced Ma segmentation on an ova-segmented image rhough 
a few small mrly regions produced by less significant regions wax not eliminated. But 
both techniques could nor prcwrvs some significant re@ons and produced somc 
~nrignificant regions when applied to an underregmared image. 
Several snisdng segmentation evaluation and mmparison mnh& have also k e n  
reviewed in this thesis and a new segmentation evaluation mnhod has bcm presented. A 
subjective evaluation meLod has been demonsmated and a comlarian was found berwm 
svbjectlve judgemenr and L c  ~egmmtation generated automatically. Since the qualiiy 
mcarurcmmrr were defined in t m  of theheir -lation with hvman performance, rhc 
results heavily rely on the judgemmr of a pardcularobrrva. Such a p d r e  may be 
acceprable for ccrrain image pmcersing mks s w h  as image mhancemmr. but it is nor 
suitable for auromdc image analylls w h m  L s  objecrivc judgement is mandatory. 
Vanovs impmvsmmw can be made wiUl this algorithm. In the binary me method 
(described in chapter 3). cvery time at one m d  of the seed, the strongerr mc is found and 
added ro the s d  Before comparing the t c e r  at one end. the srraighmess. rmwthncrr 
and continuity crircria of each me can be checked again More adding ro the smngth. 
This can eliminate adding small eurly regions to the wcd 
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